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Check Forgets Caught

DISTRICT COURT PRO
CEEDINGS FOR WEEK

Two men giving the nrme of
Jack Thompson and Elmer Biggs
were arrested by officers Moye
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exe'amation of
Thompson!
but Thompson professed not to
know him. Tayler says that he
knows him and that the two
BIG
were in jiil together in Fort
Worth. One of the two told the
shirilF that he as willing to Site Purchased, Stock Subscribed, Construction Bid ' Acplead guilty and take his sentcepted, Work Begins.
ence. He confined ever thing
to the sheriff and will throw
The stockholders in the Clovis but their suhscriptio
himself upon the mercy of the
not
Improvement
Company met at yet been deposited.
court.
the ollice of C. E. Dennis MonMr. Burdick will r turn from
Texico District Raided.
day and perfected an organiza Melrose Thursday
Us
Sheriff L. L. Moye, acting un- tion by electing the following
the starting of the ci nstruction
der instructions from the court named officials:
work.
raided the "red light" district
J. H, Barry, President,
in Texico Monday night serving
Changes at Luikart's.
E. P. Burdick. v President;
warrants on the madam, Ella
C. E. Dennis, Sec. and TYeas.
Quite a change will In made
O'Brien, und inmates Bertha
in the force of clerks a1; LuikDlKECTOTS
Davis, Etta Vaughn, Jack Brow n
E. P. Burdick,
art's big s'oiv as so- i as Mr.
liLnch.IIardings and Elli Doe.
Lester
Luikart returns fr m market
Stone,
Two charges wore made against
Alex Shii'ley
next
Fiidiv. Ode (' h, who
the proprietor. One for selling
W. II. Duckworth
has been wit li th,? corrnny for
liquor without license and the
S, A. Jones
five years or more at lliU place,
other for vngrancy.
1 an l 2 in block 87, loLots
has been transferred to Sentiy
The others arrested were
cated two blocks west of main nel, Oklahoma, and J. wvl
chcrged with vagrancy,
street on the Commercial tract
of Sentinel, to Oklaho.The court fined each $5 and
were
purchased
City.
ma
for
the
elevator
These changes are
in
days
jail, but
costs and 30
at a consideration of $500.00. merited promotions
aland
suspended the jail sentence upThe bid of the White StarCon-structio- though
many
the
friends
on agreement that they leave
Company of Wichita of Mr. Cain will regret to see
the county.
Warrants were also issued for was accepted as the lowest and him leave Clovis they congratuthe arrest of Otho Murphy, on Monday Mr. Burdick wired late him on the promotion. John
"Slim," A. G. Estes and Wiley them to that effect. They have Luikart, who has been with one
Jones, charged with gambling. replied that they will begin work of the large dry goods concerns
Service was not obtained on at once, probably Thursday or of Portales for several years,
Jones because he had left the Friday of this week.
will take Mr. Cain's place as
state.
The new elevator which will head deck at the stor. Harry
All those
arrested were
brought in on the midnight train he three stories in height, be- Baker has also been employed
sides a basement, will be of and expects tu remain with the
by the ( flicers.
metal construction of 5,000 bu. firm.
capacity. It will be equipped
Mrs. Taylor Gets Reward.
Mrs. John F. Taylor, wife of with all the latest machinery Plenty Moisture.
After raining until about
former Count v Treasurer Taylor and motor power will be used in
has been Kuccessful in secur hoisting and loading the grain. midnight, Friday night, it beThere w ill be an extra room gan snowing and by morning
ing a $000.00 lewavd according
to a recent decision of Judge for a warehouse and mill and a the ground was covered with a
Richardson according to a re- wagon scale will also be located few inches of the beautiful.
port from Artesia which says: on the ground which will afford A heavy wet snow fell during
Artesia. N. M. Feb. 19 Judge them ample room for enlarge- the morning hours, but soon afand it
G. A. Richardson, ot Roswell. ment should necessity justify it. ter old Sol appeared
Both Mr. Burdick and Mr. quickly disappeared.
yesterday rendered a decision
This abundance of moisture at
giving the $300 reward offered Stone are experienced elevator
season of the year will
this
and
mill
men
and mean business.
for information as to the whereA little later if this proves to put the ground in fine shape
abouts of Charles A. Binsmore
to Mrs. Jno. F. Taylor, of Clovis be a successful wheat growing for spring plowing and planting.
It practically insures another
who learned where Dinsmore country, a small flouring mill
crop of winter wheat.
bumper
was while on a visit to her moth- will also be established.
farmers are rejoicing,
The
afThe following named business
er at Keene, Texas, shortly
of the men of Clovis indicate their faith the stockmen are rejoicing, ev
ter the disappearance
It
former secretary of the Artesia in the enterprise to the extent of erybody wears a smile.
Chamber of Commerce. Sheriff $100.00 each in stock taken in means more prosperity.
Young, of Chavez, had sued the company:
Notice.
for the reward, which has been
J. H Barry. C. A. Scheurich,
There will be a meeting of
in the First State bank of Arte- C. E. Dennis, W. H. Duckworth.
Sudan Grass Raisers Association
Mrs. S. A. Jomes, Alex Shipley, G. W. at the Union Mortgage Company
sia for many months.
Taylor intervened, and all other Singleton, A. Mandell, Wilkie office, Saturday, March Gth, at
claimants for the reward drop- Carter. W. I. Luikart, Kendall 2 o'clock, p. m. All members
ped out of the case.
Judge Dry Goods Company, Alfalfa urged to he present.
J. N. Parrett, Chairman.
Richardson held that Mrs. Tay- Lumber Company, Clovis Hard
lor furnished the first informa- ware Company, A. B. Austin, J.
Judge J. T. McClure left for
tion regarding Dinsmore and R. Walker, Harvey & Motris
his home in Roswell Thursday
she will receive the $300.
Several others will subscribe, morning.
fl-- ili

and Ervine Wednesday morning
Wolfenbarger Sentenced. Check as they were boarding a wrsf
j;:er$ Not Guilly.
bound train after having passed
Forgers Sentenced. Court Adjourned.
ftr.e forged check on If. Hell f nd
attempting to pass another on
Mandell Clothing Company
(strict Court adjourned Wed- - tithiit institution within tweuty-fou- r rtie
nly
a fhort time before. The
hours after the commissi in
fday after having been in
given Cell was for $48.00
check
itinuous cession since Febru-- of the crime.
signed "Williams" and
was
ard
ulpo
ho
Juhr.sey,
wns
John
8th. Since our last weok'fc
port of the court proceeding, serving a sentence in th1 county the one offered at Mandelis va3
ank Rodgers, of Melrose, was jail for 12 months for forging fir $71.00 and was signed by D.
W. Rork.
Both checks were
:ed on Friday for rape ;.nd ac- - check.'1, wi s also taken to the
EMda Hank with
on
drawn
the
Kiitted. The complaining wit- peni ieniiirv, the. C"t,rt having
Mov e got inti immewhi
m
Mr.
suspended
set;
in
aii!e. the
ss, who is said to
sentence
a young
diate communication which rei. man of unsoiird mind told (nr and put the nrigii.al senti-vealed the fact that they were
el't ct at d ordered him
'Tv, which if no oth'T
Advices from
to
for forgeries.
io penitentiary
had Ixi.-- submitted would
st.it;'
th.it
the nvn were
While in jail oi.e
nUless have resulted in his safe keeping.
first
arrested
at
Elida
and taken
I,
of
two
forgets
the
check
ut. the defendant
who
''iviction,
i he Pm talcs jail
whpre
to
they
feigned
v.
illness,
w
lii.'h
so
nieu the chanm ai.soluu ly aiei
t
County, feigned iPness and that the Por
his testimony hy elfeetively in
ving dates and places of his alino-- t succeeded in making an tales authoriti's falling ready
vir-- t irriS to trpir con games, gave
at the time of the al- escape by mnovir g tne pirn in
.
door
J
l.utts,
the
Woifeii-hit the timely tlum money with which to leave
lied accuranco.
lean
of
ket
per foi'id the thertato. rather than bury them
the
w
arrival
w
charged
ho
rger,
with
as
at the county expense. Their
assault with a bottle on the plan.
plan worked to well at Porta'es
"rson of a man named Taylor,
they tried the trick at the
that
las found guilty and the court,
Taylor
npxt
Sentenced.
stop
which was Ciovis, but
'ler admonishing: the defendant
Taylor,
llerschel
who
ac- here their pet scheme was
was
to his crime and his life,
foiled and they lingered
him to a period of twelve quitted if the charge of the killing
of
Arthur
in
county bistile awniting
the
Biittain
who
and
ninths, butafter asking the
recovery
was
on
ted
their
the
charges
from the effects
if he had anything to
of
carrying
too
of
much
Barleycorn beweapons
John
concealed
iy before putting the sentence
gambling,
being
Arranged.
and
fore
arraigned
was
to execution, in which the deThey first tried their game on
ndant stated that after he got and entered a plea of gui.ty.
The
Mr.
court
Carmnck just after he openhim
sentenced
to a
t of this trouble, he would
of
term
six
ed
Mandril store. It appears
the
month
on
the
;.d a better life, changed the
weapon
charge
would write the checks
one
but
suspended
that
ntence to ten months. That
and
the
nthT attempt to cash
the
last
sentence,
of
.e court wan pleased with this
three
A t Maxell's the onp
mark was very evident and months providing he would leave them.
holding the check bjiuirht freely,
io coiirr'yilFered
his assistance the county within twenty-fouthat would help hours after the expiration of the without regard to price, color or
One size, hut when he presented the
in to carry this effort into a sentence in the first case.
$71.00 check it was refused
of
the
strongest
admonitions
iccessful determination
the store did not have the
given
by
ever
a
in
court
this
took an appeal to the
charge.
The purchaser offered
was
dedistrict
directed
to
the
was
released
and
court
ipreme
to
compromise
hy getting $10.00
n bond.
Taylor is a cook and fendant in the murder case.
calling
and
for
the
balance later.
Through
courtesy
the
of Mrs.
alleged to have been drinking
These
actions
aroused
Carmack'
Baldy,
Marie
stenographer,
nd abusive at the time of the
the
ouble.
Wolfenbarger has a News obtained a copy of this ad- fuspicions and he phoned the
rge family of small children monition but for reason of lack sheriff. In the meantime he
id has the sympathy of all who of space at this time, we are successfully worked the game on
unable to publish it this week H. Bell, buying $19.00 worth of
now him.
and
it will appear
ip next goods and tendered a $58.00
Havinur disDososed of all the
check in payment, receiving the
issue,
week's
discharged,'
iry casts, the court
$39 change. Carmack saw them
,e petit jury Tuesday after- Much interest is being mani coming out of Bell's with the
All records for quick
ion.
in the popular story, the goods and warned Bell who folfest
st ice in this section of the
Trey
0' Hearts. Read about it lowed and had them arrested by
ate and no doubt in the state
in
Clovis News.
the
One in- officer Tom Davenport as they
New Mexico were broken,
is shown every Friday were in the act of boarding the
hen the two check forgers. stallment
train. Bell got his money and
night
at the Lyceum.
ho were arrested Wednesday
goods, also the hat, which he
orning within thirty minutes
W. C. Zerwer, County Clerk,
had Bold him a few minutes beter committing the crime, returned Wednesday from
ere arranged, entered a plea of
Texas where he went in fore, which he took from his
Upon gaining entrance
Lilty and sentenced to a year in response to a message announ- head.
state penitentiary all the cing the death of his father to the city jail, they were accostme day and went on their way which occurred Friday.
ed by Herschel Taylor with th e
ti'sti-."n-
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INVITATION TO LADIES

t

To call at Mandell's store on Saturday afternoon from 2 to 5 and get
Mrs. Nelson to show you the New Spring Suits which have just arrived.
This year's styles are the prettiest things ever created in ladies' dresswear
and Mrs. Nelson personally selected the handsomest gowns on the StLouxs
market. You can take first pick if you desire. They have just arrived.

MANDELL CLOTHING COMPANY
BIB

n.

THE CLOVIS NEWS
FOREIGN.

AN EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
OF THE
OF EVENTS AT

RECORD

CONDENSED
PROGRESS

HOME ANO ABROAD.

SOURCES

FROM ALL

Word reached Amsterdam of serious riots In Schoneberg, a suburb of
Berlin, as a result of the shortage of
potatoes.
The Bundesratb has Increased the
maximum price of potatoes in Berlin
from 4 marks ($1) to 5
marks
(11.45) for GO kilograms (110 pounds).
The Saskatchewan government completed arrangements in New York for
a $2,500,000 loan for three years at 6
per cent, the net cost to Saskatchewan being B
per cent.
Tho bolt worn by Napoleon at the
battle of Waterloo, which shows that
his girth then was forty-onf
and
inches, has been presented to the
Paris Nationul Military museum by
Mndame Pollpot, widow of the military
e

ACHIEVED 0 I N Q t,
SAYINGS.
MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
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THE WAR.

The German claim that the Russians lust I.Iii.ihi in the retreat from
East Prussia is scouted by the Petro- grad general utaff.
the
Further reports concerning
Geruiuu victory of the Mazurlan
lakes, in Kant 1'russla, make It ap
parent that the Husslnn defeat was
a severe one.
The blockade of the United King
dom by (ieriuany Ik on. With the
dawn of Feb. IN, here went Into ef
feet the German notice warning
shipping to avoid Ililtlsh waterH,
and (Ireat llilliiin is waiting the first
blow.
The Norwegian Bteamer Nordkyn
was Mink through striking a mine
near Hon. holm island in the Hultlc
Sea. according to a dispatch from
Copenhagen lo the Central News at
were
Loudon. All of the crew
drowned.
official statement
The following
wan issued by the Paris war office:
"Two Zeppelin have landed In Jut
land dnrini! the last threo dnys. The
first of tin sc. Is", was burned by lis
crew. The second, lifter a number of
soldier who were aboard hud disem
barked, rose and drilled toward the
Hen, when' It la supposed to have
linen lost."
A dispatch to the Ixmdon Dully Mail
from Copenhagen snys: "Kinperor
Admiral
William, with his brother.
Prlnco Henry ol Prussia, and Admiral
Von Tirpilz, the minister of the navy,
and their respective staffs left Merlin
Helgo-land- ,
Thursday for WlllieliiiHhnven,
and other naval stations to direct the arran'M'inents for blockading
England. It Is reported thnt the Germans have ImMt twenty big
suliiiiannes during the Inat six
months, on h with a currying capacity
uo mines."
01 over
l

noil-tra-

mine-layin-

WESTERN.
The

lowa llo'ise of Represrntn-tlvepassed the Claikson bill which
repeals the mulct law, effective Jan.
1,

a

!lfi.

The workmen's compensation act.
House mil No. I (7, wus passed by tho
Senate of the Wyoming Legislature,
with but one dissenting vote.
David Fountain, a church janitor,
r
who confessed to the murder of
old Margaret Milling in tho Gorman Lutheran church of Sucrameuto.
Calif., last December, was found
guilty of murder in tho first degree.
Asserting that polygamy still exists In some parts of the United
States, a joint resolution memorializing the National Congress to enact
Jaws to prevent polygamy was adoptl
ed by the Indiana Legislature at

one-hal-

I
painter.
Passengers by the American cruiser
Tennessee, which has been bringing
refugees from the coast of Syria to
Egypt, are authority for the statement that the Turks have maltreated
a number of people In Syria. The pop-

ulation of Syria, although fanatical, Is
remaining calm.
The Netherlands
has maintained
the strictest neutrality by presenting
notes of protest at the same moment
to Germany and Great Britain regarding the acts of these governments In
respectively declaring a war stone of
tho waters around the British Isles
and In using neutral flags.
The British replies to the American notes on the use of the American flag by the Cunard line steamer
Lusltunla and the decision to hold the
cargo of the American steamer
to a prize court, were delivered to Walter HinoB Page, the
American
ambassador In London,
Friday.
A report received at Toklo from
Singapore, Straits Settlement, says
1ml u solthat the mutiny of the
diers has been quelled. Kleven Englishmen and women were killed in the
fighting und some Japanese were
wounded. Marines were landed from
Japanese and French war ships to
quell the disturbance.
SPORT.

University of Notre Dame's
track team schedule Includes a meet
April 17 with Drake University at
Des Moines, In.
Between !."0 and COtf clubs will
take part in the fifteenth annual tournament of the American Bowling
Congress,
beginning at Peoria, 111.,
March 10.
The British Amateur Golf Association has announced the cancellation
of the golf championship contests for
1!HT.
This competition has been held
yearly for the lust twenty-ninyears.
Averaging 212
for his club, Stanley Kellogg set a new season's record for three games at Chicago. Although Kellogg'B is the best mark recorded by n Chicago bowler, It Is second to Frank Pctrasek's 215
for
Cook county.
The

e

GENERAL.

That there

will be no

extra session

of Congress was the word passed out
Thursday by the highest authority.
An order for 300 large armored motor trucks, costing about $1,500,000,
was placed by the Russian government with a Harrlsburg, Pa., concern.
Mrs. Julia Gertrude Lyle, widow of
John S. Lyle, who left her nn estate
valued at. $20,000,000, was married In
Wenyoti
New York to Alexander
Samuel, an English lawyer and jour
nallst.
polls.
One of the principal questions to be
Three hours after they announced taken up at the meeting of the board
their engagement Miss Ruby Hell of governors of tbe International Dry
Irion, Denver society girl, and Sam- Farming Congress will be that of In
and
uel Watson of Anaconda, Mont., were corporating the organization
married by the llev. Frank Bayley at changing the name In so doing.
tho homo of the bride's parents, Mr.
Nathan Perry Beers, the oldest pub.and Mrs. V. 11. Irion, in Denver.
lic school teacher In New York, for
years
principal
of old
David Caplan, Inst of the men
Grammar School No. 15, on East
wanted at Los Angeles, Calif., In connection with the dynamiting of the Fifth street, died of general debility.
years old and had
Los Angeles Times In the fall of 1910. He was ninety-twwas arrested on his chicken ranch been in good health until six weeks
two miles Inland from Rolling Bay, ago.
Brainhridge Island, twelve miles from
"General" John Kelly, who served
Seattle.
six months for vagrancy In the Sac
Tho body of Frank Jumna, the for- ramento jail last year after his so- mer outlaw, who died at his home called "at my of the unemployed" had
near Hxcelsior Springs, Mo., will be been disbanded there, was ordered to
cremated in St. Louis and the ashes leave the hull where the national conkept in a local safety deposit vault, vention of the Migratory Workers of
bis relatives announced at Kansas the World was in session.
established by
Under a precedent
City. This was one of bis last
wishes.
Wlllium 11. Seward in 18ti4, when he
was secretary of state in Lincoln's
cabinet, William Matson, the Swedisb
WASHINGTON.
consul at Snn Francisco, protested to
the police cominibslon against the dis
Oen. Carranza's agency announced
receipt of advices that 4.f0 troops play of the Swedish flag In a water
were moving to Join other Curranza front saloon as a bait for custom.
troops in the general attack on MonPresbyterian mis
The American
terey.
sionaries In Tabriz, Persia, have cabled
The Standard Oil Company report- that there are 20,000 refugees In that
ed to the State Department the de- city who fled from Urumia on the aptention at Multa by British authori- proach of the Kurdish and Turkish
ties of the British steamer Oneka, troops when they occupied Urumia,
which sailed from New York Jan. 2, the Presbyterian board of foreign misladen with her cargo of American oil, sions announced in New York. The
missionaries have appealed again for
part of which was destined tor
relief.
Bulgaria.
Formal announcement of the candi
Brig. Gen. Tasker II. Bliss, lately
dacy of Mrs. William dimming Story
commanding the Southern Department of the army, including the forces of New York, president general of the
patrolling the Mexican border, as- Daughters of the American Revolution,
sumed his duties as assistant chief of for a second term Is made. The elecstaff. His successor on the border la tion will occur in April during the: annual congress. Her only opponent Is
Maj. Gen. Frederick Funston.
Blocked In their efforts to get tbe Mrs. George Guernsey, state regent of
House ship purchase bill to a vote, Kansas.
President Arthur T. Hadley of
Democratic senators agreed Thursduy
oa take up appropriation bills and sent Yal'e, In an address to the Seniors on
the shipping measure to conference "Vocations," at New Haven, Conn.,
until Feb. 27, when It must take its said: "No man has a right to enter
to Its politics under present conditions, unchances of being filibustered
less be has independent meant."
death on March 4.
ten-yoa-

In-d-

fifty-thre-
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e

FACE LOSS OF SALARY

STATE NEWS
OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

Opinion Given In Case of State sx rel
Assessor Baca Against Treasurer
M on toy a of Socorro County,

t'nlon Nw. S.rvlc.
I1ATK.H Kllll COMMU KVICNTS.
April
Aiinunt Mention Southwestern Svvr Mexico rullle Growers' As.NftWDtmpar

sociation, at Silver City.
A

large elevator is to be built at

CIovIb.

Tho Kngle dam is now 83 per cent
completed.
Harriet C. Butler has been named
postmistress at Farmington.
Francisco M. Bojorque
was reelected representative from Sierra
county.
The Commercial Club at Alamogor-dIs arranging for a county fair the
coming full.
The House passed a three-cen- t
mile
passenger rate bill by an overwhelming majority.
Santos Sanchez, 105 years old, died
at Albuquerque. He bud not been HI
for a decade.
Maxwell shipped a carload of beans
to Kansas City. The owner realized
three cents per pound.
President Wilson nominated Arthur
J. Evans of Kllda, register of the land
on ice at Fort Sumner.
A shipment of fifty elk ten bulls
und forty cows was made from Gardner, Mont., to Decatur, N. M.
Mayor Lea, of Roswell, designated
as clean-uweek, and
Feb.
now presents an improved ap
pearance.
The governor has signed the measure extending
the term of schools
from five to seven months and it is
now a law.
Quay farmers delivered fourteen
wagon loads of broom corn In Tucum- carl, tor which they received from $iic
to $;.0 per ton.
Quay county has an area of 2,S0ti
square miles, containing 77 school districts, 104 school rooms, 104 teachers
and 3,571 scholars.
to
Governor McDonald announced
both Houses of tho Legislature that he
had signed Mouse Bill 158, the Blood
investigation measure.
T. K. Stephenson, superintendent of
tho Empire Zinc Co., at Kelly, was
seriously, und maybe fatally Injured
by u full in thu mine,
The farmers In the neighborhood of
lioudule will plant sixty acres In
tomutoeg the coming season. A canning factory is assured.
Official returns show that Tularosa,
loBl the high school bond proposition
by 111 votes, 957 voles being cast lor
ami 1)70 against the proposition,
The new American-LFrance triple
combination lire pump, chemical und
hose truck of 100 horsepower, cost
lug $!i,uoo, has been delivered to Dem
lug.
The Rev. Frederick T. Bennett, In
charge of the Church of the Holy
Faith, in Sunlit Fe, from 1N1H to lsllfi,
died ut St. Luke's Home in Phoenix,
Ariz.
A dispatch from Washington states
that New .Mexico's Military institute
retains its leud for first pluce iu Class
A ut the national shootlug competition
lor militury schools.
The Houdale members of the
Valley Farmers' Association have
won their contention for a substation
at Hondulo for the supply of fuel oil
for their pumping plants.
An additional appropriation to defray expenses iu connection with the
boundary dispute
New .Mexico-Texais urged in a special message sent to
both houses of the legislature.
James T. Fay was fined $100 for
unlawfully selling liquor, after a trlul
It wus claimed Fay,
iu Farmington.
in dry Snn Juan county, hud been
shipping In five gallons of liquor
weekly.
Hngermun sustained the greatest
fire loss, measured in value of prop
erty destroyed, In her history when
the Hagerman hotel building was
burned, the totul loss being nearly
o

Hog-wel- l

15-2-

Mini-hre-

$25,1100.

Dictator Mason J. Kelly of Sliver
City Lodgp No. 903, Loyal Order of
Moose, has appointed a committee to
conduct the campaign for securing the
location there of the Moose National
Sanatorium.
During the year, January 1, 1814 to
December 1, 1914, the people of Roswell used 2HO,7S4,133 gallons of water,
as shown by the annual report of the
superintendent of the water and sewer
department, J. D. Iludgens.
Governor McDonald has named the
following notaries public: Albert S.
Dimmer and John F. Slmms, Albuquerque; David C. Johnson, Johnson;
Dudley P. Garrett,
Cruees, and
Charles L. Kennedy, White Oaks.
Juuu Luccro was arrested and held
to the grand jury for stealing $9 cash
und six holtlcB of
from the
saloon of Juan Sanchez In East
Vaughn. The safe in the store of Luis
Stem was also robbed of some $70
and valuable papers.
Articles of incorporation were filed
In the state corporation commissioner's office by tho La Lux Copper Company, with office at La Luz, J. U.
Burrett, statutory agent
Tho
la capitalized
at $260,000, of
which $197,000 Is paid in.
A farmer of Curry county paid
'm
for his quarter section. Last year he
7,000
raised
bushels of kafllr corn
aud mllo maize on 1C0 acres, realizing
35 bushels per acre. At the market
price of $1.06 per bushel be should
have cleared something like $4,000 for
the season.
red-ey- e

com-pat.- y

Vatcrn Newap.per L'nlnti Newa Service.
Santa Fe. An opinion handed down
by the State Supreme Court means
that county of leers must go payless
unless tbe Legislature passes a salary
hill. Commissioners In nearly every
county buve allowed officers advance
money against the time when a salary
bill would be enacted. The opinion
was given in tbe case of tbo State ex
rel Assessor A. B. Buca of Socorro
county against Treasurer Max H.
Montoya of Socorro. The Socorro
county commissioners
allowed Assessor Baca $6,000 for deputy blre, but
Treasurer Montoya refused to pay tbe
warrants. Passing through intricate
legal procedure, the case finally
reached the Supreme Court, which
supported Montoya. Under the opinion, county officers must pay deputies
out of their own pockets. County officers whose tenure dates from January, 1912, have as yet received no
salary on account of Governor McDon-old'vetoing salary bills passed by
two previous Legislatures.

TROOP

STEAMER

OF ENGLAND
AND CONVOY TORPEDOED
BY TEUTONS.

IRISH COASTER IS SUNK

I

8

Investigating

Committee Named.
new banking act, approved by the Stute Bankers' Association was introduced in both Houses of
the legislature. Among other features it limits bunk loaiiB to oue per
son or corpoiatiou to 20 per cent of
capital and surplus and provides that
no bunk can loan more thu u 10 per
cent of capital and surplus to one ill
rector without the written consent of
No bank Is althe other directors.
lowed to do business without at least
$25,000 paid In, tliic provision to be ef
fective not luter than 1920. The joint
committee to Investlgato the State
College and related flnnnclal affairs
consists of Senators Crampton and All
dredge and Representative Blood,
Chaves Y, Luna and Rutherford,
Alldrcdgo and Rutherford being Demo
crats. The hill making an appropriation for the Improvement of tho Rio
Grande passed the House and goes to
the governor.

Santa Fe.

A

Head Literally Torn to Pieces.
Snntu Fe. The passage of a bill by
the House under suspension of the
rules, offering a reward of $500 for the
slayer or slayers of Candido Chaves,
whoso body was found near the vll
Inge of Santo Domingo, Sandoval couu
ty, elicited details ef a shocking
crime. Chaves' body was found by his
brother lying in the road, with the
head literally torn to pieces by a
charge from a shotgun fired so close
that powder burns were visible. The
brother alleges he found a trnll of
moecasliied feet following that of his
brother.
To Protect Men In Mines
F6. Tho Senate passed Sou-atBill No. 13, by Mr. Pnnkey, amending the law creating the ori'lce of inspector of mines and defining his
duties nnd powers. Tho bill provides
that every operator of any coal mine
"shall supply at least one drug for
each rope trip In all Inclines and
slopes to be attached to tho rear end
of tho hind car, ascending such Inclines or slopes, for the purpose of derailing the cur In case the rope or
couplings should break or any cars become detached."

Santa

e

Boy Shoots Girl In Head.

Santa Fe. The fourteen-year-oldaughter of Roman Tafoya of Corrlllos.
this county, was shot in the head with
a .22 rifle In the hands of a boy named
Florentlno l.ucetov, who claims It wat
an accident.
Body of Prospector Cooney Found.
Socorro. Word was received her
of the finding of the body of Copt. M
years old, who left
Cooney, seventy-sihero Oct. !!! with a pack train for the
wilds of Mogollon mountains In search
of a lost mine. .The body was found
In a cailon, by his son and formet
mounted Policeman Robert lewis
after a search of two months 'or more
r
and
Cooney, a well known
prospector, was evidently overtaken by
heavy snow Btorms and died of exposure. The body was so badly decomposed that It had to bo hurled
where found. Cooney, whoso father, e
Socorro county pioneer, was killed bj
Indians, was a former county trees
urer, former mayor of Socorro, and
former member of the legislature. Hi
Is survived by a widow nnd one son.
Applications Affirmed.

Santa Fe. The Parolo Board hai

approved the following application?
for parole: Robert Leslie, Sr., Lincoln
county; Arnesto Martinez. San Miguel
county, and Harry A. Roy, Lincoln
county.

Aiktd to Hunt Missing Man.
Albuquerque. Word has been re
celved here that residonts of HIllBboro,
friends of Aloys Prelsser, have asked
the State Department to aid In locating him. Prelsser has not been heard
from since December, when he went
to a town In tbe interior of Mexico In
response to a telegram from his son
Prelsser his considerable mining Interests In Mexico and was reputed
there to be very wealthy. His friends
fear be has been held for ransom, or
(a the victim of violence.
U. S.

Catarrh of Kidneys
Cared By Peruna

SINKS U.S. SHIP

SUPREME COURT DECIDE3 CHIEFS
MU8T PAY DEPUTIES.

PEOPLE

Weaiern

GERMAN MINE

ENTIRE CREW OF EVELYN SAID
TO HAVE BEEN SAVED, OFF
BORKUM ISLAND.
Weetera Newspaper L'nlun Newa Service.

Tbe American
which sailed from
29, with a cargo of
cotton for Bremen, struck a Germau
mine Saturday off Borkum Island in
the North Sea. Tbo vessel sauk. Her
captain and 27 of ber crew were
saved.
The Evelyn Is the first American
vessel to meet with disaster as a re
sult of the sea warfare of the European nations. She did not sink within the war zone Included in tbe German Admiralty's
decree of Feb. 4
which went Into effect on Thursday.
Borkum Islund lies directly off the
German coast at the mouth of tbe Ems
river and Is German territory.
steel
The Evelyn was a single-screBtehmstilp and was commanded by
Captain Smith. She belonged to Harris, Irhy & Vose of New York. She
was 252 rent long and 1,185 tons net.
She was built in Southampton, England, in 1K83. Her home port was
Philadelphia.
Her 'cargo was valued at $:150,000
and was insured by the American government against war risks.
The Evelyn was lust reported as arriving at Rotterdam on Feb. 17.
The following wireless was received
from Berlin Saturday night:
"The report of the sinking of a
transport with troops and It a convoy renched Berlin too late for comment by the morning papers.
"All of the papers, however, foaturo
the report in first-pagheadlines, together with reports of the sinking of
or
other vessels by submarines
mines."
London,

Feb.

22.

steamer Evelj'n,
New York Jan.
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TV

Am Very
Thankful
For Peruna.
1 Feel Well,
My tongue
is clear. 1

have no bitter taste in my
mouth. I am glad to lay I
do not need Peruna any
longer. I am perfectly well.
I have Peruna in the house
all the time. When I have
a cold or when 1 do not feel
well I take Peruna. We
were all sick with the grip
last winter. We took Peruna and it helped us. Peruna
is the best medicine for grip
or colds."
Mr.

teavuiet

Oea. B.

Cailtea. Boa

101. Of

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
Can quickly ':e overcome or
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely ana
gently on the

r

liver,
cure
Biliousness,

ifunTrn'c
I v .un I n.n
niTTi r i
I

A

r

is :.

.

ion
.

i

ness, and Indigestion. They do their duty.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

Brl-Is-

A German
London.
submarine
made its appearance in the Irish sea
morning and torpedoed,
Saturday
without notice, the British coasting
steamer Cambank of 1,990 tons register. Three of the crew were killed
and a fourth wus drowned while tbe
men were taking to the boats.
This incident was the only one connected with the German suhmurine
blockade of tho British Isles reported
Saturday.
It came about the same
fleets
time that the
were bombarding
the Dardanelles
forts and while the Russians, according to a telegram received from Petro-grad- ,
were administering a defeat to
the Germans at Ossowetz, and driving
buck to the frontier the troops which
had attacked that fortress.
In tbe meantime the battles on tbe
Continent continue, with
intensity.
The offensive, which
the allies took early last week, has
brought about renewed activity all
along the line, aud attacks and
ttacks
have become much more
numerous.
Both the British and the ' French
seemingly made considerable progress
at the outset of the offensive operations, and this made It imperative for
the OermniiB to deliver counter attacks
to regain the ground which they had
lost.
Cettlnje has been again visited by
an Austrian aeroplane, which dropped
bombs, and, according to the Montenegrin report, killing two women.
Anglo-Frenc-

g

counter-a-

300,000

VISIT PANAMA

FAIR.

Immense Crowd Thrills at 8cenes of
Frisce Exposition and Words
of Secretary Lane.
All records for ex
San Francisco.
position first-daattendance were
broken at the opening of the Panama- Pacific International Imposition. By 4
o'clock Saturday afternoon the turnstiles had clicked off 225,000 admissions.
As the President's personal envoy,
Secretary I.ane was heard with the
closest attention. In the more solomn
passages
of his compact,
oration, the vibrations of his
voice stirred '&e audience In sympa
thy.
highly-wroug-

Three Dead In Indian Battle.
Grayson. Utah, Feb. 22. An all- night battle between Piute Indians and
the posse under United States Marshal
Aqulla Nebeker of Salt Lake City Is
raging at Bluff, where three persons
were killed and three wounded In the
fighting between tbe redskins and the
The dead: One white man,
whites.
Jon Akin, of Dolores, Colo.; two Indi
ana, "Jack" Brother and an Indian girl.
Arrest

180 Priests In Mexico City.
Washington.
All the native Roman
Catholic clergy In Mexico City were
arrested Saturday and are being held
for $500,000 ransom, official advices
from diplomats In the Mexican oapltal
received here say. The only priests
exempted are those of foreign nationality, who have been ordered to leave
Secretary Bryan Inthe country.
structed Consul Canada at Vera Cms
to Intervene with General Carranza
and seek tbe release of 180 priests un-

der arrest.
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PARKER'S

HAIR BALSAM
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WANT

DIDN'T

of merit.

For Roatoring Color anj
Beauty lo Cray or Faded Haftr.

TO

MEET HIM

Colored Parson's Description of His
Satanic Majesty Brought Converts
to Mourners' Bench.
The late celebrated Toter Vinegar,
in days gone by used to make
periodical visits to Danville, says the
Advocate, for the purpose of delivering bis sermona, remurkablu ou ac
count of their sturtling texts, on one
occasion spoke to a large usHvmbluge
of the colored population und a few
whites at the old colored Methodist
church on Walnut street. Ho arose,
raised his spectacles from Ills eyes.
and said:
"My beloved brcderen and slsteren,
I take my tex' dls evenln' In dat
uv de Scrlptur' whar de 'Postle
Paul pints his pistol at de Thesians,
an wbar it says, Wbar de hen
scratches dar's de worm, 'cetpln' de
case wliar sum prevlus hn hav bin
dar." " He then proceeded to tell bis
hearers what a horrible personal appearance the devil presented, with the
following description: "Ills eyes look
like two bulls uv fire, his teef like two
skinned saplliiB, his ears hang down
like a 'barcer leaf an' his bref smoke
like a tar kittle." That night I'eter
made many converts.
who

ioi-tlo-

n

Diplomatically Speaking.
"I want to answer Gwendolyn's let
ter and say something that means
nothing."
"Tell her you love her."
In Alnska women have full suffrage
without opposition.

THE DOCTOR'S WIFE
Agrees With Him About Food.
A trained nurse savs: "In the nrae.
my profession I have found so
many points In lavor of Grape-Nut- s

tlce of

food that I unhesitatingly recommend
it to all my patients.
It Is delicate and nleaRlnc In the
palate (an essential In food for the
sick) and can be adapted to all ages,
oeing sortened with milk or cream for
babies or the aced when deficiency of
teeth renders mastication Impossible.
For fever patients or those on liquid
diet I find drape-Nutand albumen
water very nourishing and refreshing.
"This recipe Is my own idea and Is
made as follows: Soak a teaspoonful
of Grape-NutIn a glass of water for
an hour, strain and Berve with the
beaten white of an egg v;nd a spoonful
of fruit Juice for flavouring. This affords a great deal of nourishment that
even the weakest stomach can assimilate without any distress.
"My husband Is a physician and be
uses Grape-Nuthimself and orders It
many times for his patients.
"Personally I regard a dlab of Grape-Nut- s
with fresh or stewed fruit as tbe
Ideal breakfast for anyone well or
lck."
In stomach trouble, nervous prostration, etc., a
trial of Grape-Nutwill usually work wonders toward
nourishing and aebulldlng and In this
way end the trouble. Name given by
Postura Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Look In pkga. for the famous little
boo)t, "The Road to Wellvllle."
)
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Six Hundred Forty Acre

Homestead
inquiries are coming: in concerning the Bection
homestead bill we deem it of interest to publish the text of the
Since many

bill which recently passed the
House of Representatives and is

now up to the Senate.
"The bill, as passed by the
House is the identical bill introduced by Hon. H. B. Furgusson
in the spring of 1914, remodeled
in the committee room and resubmitted by Mr. Fergusson, (H.
R. 15799), having the unanimous
endorsement of the Public Lands
Committee.
The bill contains 12 sections,
and is a matter of detail, and in
view of its length, we will not
publish in full at this time, as
in all probability the Senate will
make some few changes. However, we give below a synopsis
or conspectus of the bill which
will give you a claar conception
of its contents,
The bill authorizes any person
qualified to make entry under
the homestead laws of the United
States to make a
homestead entry for not exceeding 019 acres of land that there
tofore have been designated by
the Secretary of the Intsrior a4
"stock raising lands."
Section 2 of the bill authorizes
the Secretary to designate or
classify lands subject to entry
under the bill, which limits the
eitry to the surface and provides that the land must be
ciiefly valuadle for grazing and
raising forage crops, not containing merchantable timber and not
and
of irrigation,
that 040 acres are reasonably required for the support of a
stock-raisin-

g

gether with the first entry, not
exceed 640 acres. All contiguous
lands must be entered first.
Section 7 authorizes a person
who has made an entry or submitted proof to relinquish or
to the United States his
land and make an entry in the V
same land district of 640 acres
under the terms of this bill.
Section
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commutation provisions of the
homestead laws shall not apply
to entries made under this act.
Section 9 gives entrymen or
patentees entitled to an additional entry a 30 days preference
right to make an additional entry and also provides for how it
shall be determined who is en
titled to a tract where there are
two claimants.
Section 10 provides that any
person who has acquired title
under the homestead laws and
who is the owner and occupant
of the land so acquired may
purchase not exeeeuing 320 acres
of stock raising land at $1 25 per
acre.
Section 11 reserves the miner
al in lands entered and patented
under the terms of this act and
provides how the mineral deposits may be disposed of.
Section 12 authoiizes the Sec
retary of the Interior to make
rules and regulations for carry
ing the terms of the law into
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Spring Suits and Goats
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This season's styles are beautiful. In fact
we think they are the handsomest gowns
ever produced. No Clovis lady will be satisfied until she has some of the new creations
which are just in from America's fashion
centers which now lead the world.
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is indebted to
Mcintosh for the
complimentary mention that he
gave us Friday night, in his
big meeting at the Methodist
church.
appreciate
much
We very
these complimentary remarks,
and we have enjoyed his good
meetings, the most of which we
had the pleasure to attend.
We believe we can say without fear of successful contradiction that Bro. Mcintosh has
done greater things for Clovis,
than any evangelist who ever
held meetings here.
There seemed to be a settled
expression of determination on
the faces of those who heard
him, and the conversion of those
who joined the Clovis churches
appears complete. Such meetings result in great good to a
community and we regret that
they had to come to an end.
All the Clovis churches joined in the meetings which resulted in the conversion of about
fifty persons.
Mcintosh received a
Rev.
Sunday
afternoon
message
while speaking to "men only"
at the Lyceum, that his mother,
ill, was
who was seriously
worse. The meetings closed
Sunday night.

The News

evangelist

,f

Died.
Adkins, of Texico.
wife of Prof. D. L. Adkins died
Sunday of typhoid pneumonia.
The remains were accompanied
by Prof. Adkins and Rev. W.
v. Taylor to her old home in
Arkansas for
in Clarksville.
burial.
Mrs. Adkins attended ihe
Teachers' Institute which convened in Clovis last August.
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six issues.
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Furniture Sale Contracts,
proper form Lease Blanks, Chattel Mortgages, Mortgage Deeds,
For Sale
Bills of Sale. Power of Attorney,
Rain or shine, the old reliable
160 acres 15 miles of Clovis.
Deeds, Notes and all
Warranty
Lyceum draws the crowd. It some improvements, $100 cash,
speaks volumes for the manageBox kinds of legal blanks for sale at
ment to maintain the high stan- balance monthly. Address
the News office.
No. 131. Clovis.
dard of this popular theatre.

tney soon got well!

W

:ome!

which appears in this week's
issue will be run all of next
month, (4 issues) instead of two
issues the following month, if
there is no objection on the

Stoneware. Crocks, Churns
and Jugs. Barry Hardware Co.
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The Praetarian Council met
Tuesday night in regular meeting, with a large attendance,
fourteen new members were
elected to membership and there
were several candidates initiated in the Praetorian degrees and
twenty two took the ladies degree.
The state manager, J. B. Savage, was present and exemplified the secret work, after which
several able talks were heard for
the good of the order.
The Council adjourned to meet
the 2nd. Tuesday night in March.
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Praetorians Meet

Feb. 28.
Let all our members come to
Sunday School and work to get
others to come. Ojr school is
growing; let us work to make
it the largest school in our con- ference.
Preaching at eleven o'clock a.
m., subject "Qaeen Esther.',
At the evening service, the
We
subject will be, "Satan."
give a cordial invitation to every
We
one to attend our church.
will do every thing we can to
make you feel at home and to
help you in holy living.
J. H. Mssser, Pastor

to Flush Kli

lothers

POSTOFFICE.

First Methodist Church.
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Revival Meetings Close.
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You may have thought that they had
all their ideas in shaping new garments, but they haven't.
The new spring colors in our Suits and Coats
are, Putty and Sand Shades, New Belgium
Blues, Army Grays, Russian Greens and
Browns. See the new Silk Garbadines.
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Evans Appointed Register
State Senator Arthur J. Evans

The, are ' of the

your

gases.no

k

effect.

lands

cause a sick.
Now. Mr. or

!,o

that the

of Elida, Roosevelt County, has
been appointed Register of the
United States Land Office at
Fort Sumner, to succeed C. C.
Henry, whose resignaiion was
accepted some time ago. Arthur
E. Curren, of Clovis, was the
first Register of that office and
3 prescribes that the to him was assigned the task of
lands entered must be in reason- putting things in shape for busiably compact form and that title ness and system zing th routine
can be secured by compliance work.
Mr. Evans is a popular young
with the terms of the homestead
laws, except that instead of cul- man with winning ways and a
appearance.
tivation the entryman shall be
A warm fiuht was waged by a
required to make permanent im
provements upon the land be- number of aspiring democrats
fore final proof is submitted, for this official position which
tending to increase the value of pays a salary of $3,000.00 a year.
the same for stock raising pur- Senator Evans .now represents
poses, of the value of not less Roosevelt Country in the upper
than $1.25 per acre, and that at house of the state legislature but
least one half of Bueh improve- his duties as such will ba ended
ments shall be placed upon the by March 12 unless the Governor
land within three years after the should call a special session.
The President has sent his
date of entry.
Section 4 provides that an en name to .the senate and his con
tryman who has an existing en- formation is practically certain.
The bill defining the boundtry of 320 acres or less shall have
contiguous
upon
aries
and creating the Fort Sum
file
the right to
lands designated for entry under nor Land district was drawn by
the provisions of this act to the the News editor aiid by Senator
extent of an area equaling 040 W. II. Andrews supported in
acres, including his original Congress. It was signed by
President Taft in July 1910.
entry.
Section 5 provides that one
who has submitted final proof or
School Election
received patent for lands of the
An election for school directors
character subject to entry under
will be held in Clovis on the first
owns
who
bill,
this
of
the terms
Tuesday in April (Apr. 6) for
and resides upon the land so acelecting five
quired, may make additional for the purpose of
school
or
a complete
directors
entry for contiguous
of
those now
new
three
as
board
area
together
with the
which,
holding office are appointees
not
acquired,
slnll
theretofore
exceed 040 acres, on proof of the whose terms will expire as soon
expenditure required by this act as their successors are elected.
on account of permanent imIn this election the women can
provements upon the additional vote and for this reason a large
entry.
vote will no doubt be polled. It
Section C provides that where
expected to submit the mat
there are not contiguous lands was
in area sufficient to complete an ter of voting bonds for the erec
entry of 040 acres the entryman tion of a high school at the same
election, but the mayor advises
I r patentee shall have the right
tn enter, within a radius of 10 us that he has not yet been pemiles from his entry, land3 in titioned to call such an election
reasonably compact form desiguntil he is, he will not
nated for entry under the pro- and that
do
so.
to
shall,
bill
that
visions of this

hit bc- uhrrt
tdiy; te"",8"1

AtljJlL.
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Baseball Dope.

Railroad Locals

Curren Agency Co.

The conditions under which
season's base ball games
last
i
wound up, makes it most favor- Sal- eGlenn A. Huff and wife de- able for the coming season.
Quarter section good land,
for Alva, Okla , Satur- Some $200 remains in the treas- deeded, 7 miles north of Clovis,
parted
EAST BOUND
day for a few days visit with ury. The base ball manage- improvements. Price $6 per A.
(Chicago Flyer)
No. 22
Arrive 7:10 A. M.
Mr. Huff's parents.
.Leave 7:45 A. M.
with Sale-Gment is now
No. 114 (Kansas City Express)
Leave 3:10 P. M.
Brakeman, Walter Greenleaf the Curry County Fair Associaquarter section deeded
has been transferred to Belen tion, with the intention of land near Grady. Price $4 per
WEST BOUND
erecting a grand stand and lay Acre.
for service.
(The Missionary)
No. 21
Arrive 7:35 A. M.
Leave 8:00 A. M.
The family of general fore- ing out a ball park. The base
Section, tight land, 20 miles
No. 117 (From Kansas City)
Arrive 1:10 A. M.
man, Muchmore, arrived a few ball management are firm in northwest of Clovis, Price $4000.
days ago to take up their resi- their contention of locating the Trad- eNORTH BOUND
walking disdence in Clovis. They will oc- ball park within
No. 938 (From Pecos Valley)
Arrive 6:30 A. M.
160 acres in Ozarks, Ark. 120
the
whereas
Fair mantance,
cupy the house recently vacated
cultivable, balance timber,
acres
SOUTH BOUND
by Engineer Pryor on
West agement committee are favor 8 acres in bearing orchard,
No. 937 (Pecos Valley Express)
Leave 8:10 A. M.
able to a location some two
Monroe street.
or 12
etc., to trade for
miles distant.
VIA. LUBBOCK CUT-OFCounty
land.
R. P. Stanford, who has been
Curry
of
The baseball fans look for section
No. 921 (South from East)
Arrive 7:15 A. M.
foreman of the coal chute here
Inquire
Ozarks.
ward to seeking a strong team
No. 933 (Texas Daily)
Leave 7:35 A. M.
almost ever since it commenced
launched this year which wil Lease-Sect- ion
dealing out dusky diamonds to
land all fenced, well
be second to none ever donning
engines, has resigned and will
mill, barns, 3 room
wind
and
a Clovis uniform.
hereafter
devote his time to
5
house,
miles
southeast of Clowho
brothers,
The Wallace
farming.
$1G0
per
annum.
vis.
players
the
popular
during
were
Mrs. J. T. Pryor and daughter earlier days have returned and Lease-G- ood
Lucille departed Tuesday for will be in the game this season
level quarter section. 4
Lamesa, Texa?,
their future other favorite players
have miles from City, all fenced. 1 3
Pryor preceded cone in during the winter, so of crop share or $30 per annum.
home. Mr.
them there several days ago, he that there are two full teams Trade
having taken a run between reporting on the grounds
for
Second hand Automobile and
We understand I. K. Brown, that point ana olaton. we are practise.
Claud Items.
horses to trade for deeded quartMrs. Boyd has been real sick the Texico blacksmith, is going sorry to lose this estimable famFrom last year's team Capt, er within 8 miles of Clovis. Into move back onto his farm soon. ily from our city and hope at Cline will again hold down the quire No. 40.
at her daughter's.
some future date to have them
3rd sack; Spalding, that formiJ
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Kelly were All will be glad to sea Ike and
CURREN AGENCY CO.
locate with us again.
family
in
our
midst
agiin.
aoie second baseman is again
at Clovis Friday night.
"Happy" Kiserand wife have with us. Guy Griffin has i
Our school directors are pre
Saturday is th first day the
Curry County
returned to Clovis to reside af- non itinerary
paring
two
to
have
months
more
job and wil The
mail auto failed to get as far
year
residence
Republican
a
in
of
ter
Central Com.
a
school which is made possible by
probably go out for the first
as Claud.
V..ughn.
Mr.
is
employed
Kiser
the act of the legislature juit
W. A. Havenpr, Chairman;
sack. Catcher Herbert Brown
Miss Elizabeth O'Hara was
passed. Don't tell us the law in the local yards as switchman. will remain behind the but ; the W. J. Curren, Secretary; Dr.
operated on Wednesday for
On March 1st the special rates Billingsley boys, who are the Chapman, Treasurer.
makers never pass any good
l endicitis in Kansas City.
we know this is a goo J from eastern points to Califor reliable stick artists are to be
laws
for
Prect. No. 1. E. T. Jernigan.
h getting along nicely.
nia go into effect and it is pre taan in'a llnjfnrm
one.
fiaha.tion A. L. Gurley, Clovis, N. M.
wa ... , Taan
V.L.I
Miss Doshe Jones and brother
dicted that this will mark the and Monk Wallace will serve
Prect. No. 2. Mr. Hunter,
Old Timer.
from Oklahoma, were Clovis
beginning of the exposition on the mound. The outfield wi Mr. Ripley, Texico, N. M.
visitors Friday.
travel. According to the Albu- probably
include "Brownie
Precinct No. 3. George B.
New Hope Newt
Miss Lannie Roberts, Creola
querque Journal,
beginning Wallace Crawford and others Ormsby, Joseph G. Brawley,
IT i
II seem to pre Havener, N. M.
and Chester Marks spent Friday
(New Hope is four milts north- March 3 and Ending March 12,
XMotning would
night and Saturday in Clovis.
west of Texico.)
twenty-fivsections of the Cali- vent Clovn from taking the
Prect. No. 4. C. J. Shoup,
James Roberts spent Sunday
This locality was visited by an fornia limited will arriva there. penant of eastern New Mexico St. Vrain, N. M.
with Chester Marks.
all night's rain Friday, winding Also a Raymond & Whitcomb and Western Texa3 this year.
Precinct No. 5. C. F. DoughBoyd
spent two up with a snow storm, which special will arrive on the mornMiss Curtis
ton. R. C Edgell. Melrose. N. M
Mr. T. II. Sears, General Sup
The limiteds
days last week at her sister's left the ground in excellent con- ing of March 6.
Precinct No. 6. A. F. Riach.
while her mother is sick.
dition for listing and insures a will arrive there as follows: enntendent of the A. T. and S Fields, N. M.
Ry.
F.
Co.,
3,
was
in
city
March
seven sections; March
last
iht
Worth Shipley was a Clovis bumper crop for this year.
Precinct No. 7. J. F. Smith4, five sections; March 6, three week in the interest of the new
visitor Saturday.
John ly, who has been nurs
March 8, three sec- schedule that went into effect son, J. L. inckey, Grady, W. M
sections,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Westfall ing a very sore hand, is now iible
Prect. No. 8. W. H. Musick.
tions; March 12, two sections. Feb. 7. Mr. Sears said that the
were in Clovis one day last to work again.
One section will arrive on days result of the new schedule was Sam Mulhair. Hollene,
N. M.
week.
Grand mother Doolittle i s
n.entioned between these to center a number of trains at
not'
No. 9. Stewart Over
Prect,
Mildred Rork spent Friday slowly recovering from the dates. Not all the traffic by any at Clovis, N. M., at about the ton, F. C.
Blumlein. CIovh, n. M.
effects of a fall, which she sus- means, will go through Albu- same time, but that it had caused
night with Fay Marks.
No. 10. Claude Ke!- Precinct
Misses
Ada Stahl, Susie tained sometime ago.
He also spoke
querque.
Clovis,
with its no congestion.
!y,
George
McLean,
Claud, N. M.
Mrs. Will Xander, who has through train service between about tho results of the new
Jones, Ina Works and J. L.
Precinct No. 11 Vacant.
Moore were at Clovis Sunday leen in poor health for some Kansas City and the coast, will service irom the suit coast
W. A. Havener,
night attending church services. time, is improving at this writ- nave its share of visitors in the country to the plains as being (Correct)
Chairman,
ing.
advantageous as it gave better
way of eastern tourists.
W.
Curren,
J.
George Calkins from St Louis,
connections with that section,
Frio Facta
Secreta ry.
and would be an advantage in
is visiting his brother, rrank
Say, we got a fine blanket of Calkins and other relatives near
shorter
hours
from the truck
Musicale.
Enterprise Echoes
the beautiful last Saturday night here.
gardens and fish hatcheries of
New
Mexico
The
Conserva
and it was the kind of snow that
the Texas coast. The connec
We had a good rain and snow
Mrs. C. H. Divis has been on
makes lots of moisture and all of the sick list for several weeks tory of Music will give a recital tions made with the Santa Fe Friday night and Satuaday,
it is going into the ground. We and is still poorly. We hope for and musicale in the Croft Con out of New Orleans and the east which helps to insure a bumper
servatory
Duuaiug,
corner will be
certainly have a lot of moisture. a speedy recovery.
over the N. O. T. & M., crop for eastern New Mexico
Avenue
Grand
Mitchell
and
St.
Prospers for another bumper
into
Houston,
forming a meet this year.
J. W. Pine, of Clovis, spent Monday and Tuesday nights
croo were never finer at the Tuesday night with
ing
point
union depot with
the
at
Mrs. J. T. Lewis received word
Albert March 1st and 2nd.
season.
Fe
Santa
out
of
Galveston to the from her daughter, Mrs. Mathes
Means and family and took the
Monday night will be a class
FayL. Davis, who has been early train for Amarillo Satur- recital by the students, with or west. - Lubbock Avalanche.
that they had reached their des
The
new
working with the Fahsholtz day morning.
Galveston
tination, Lowery, Ark., and were
is
train
a
chestra and other entertaining
dandy.
well pleased with the country.
new
carries
It
thresher came in home last Frifirst
class
a
Albert Doolittle lost
horse features.
day night. He reports the boys one day last week.
The party given at the Kingry
Tuesday night an entertain- coaches and standard pullman.
will take some time to get this home Thu srday evening was reIt
are doing fine work and have
program
ing
will
be
rendered
Earnest Herfurth, of Clovis,
new route from the gulf coast ported a grand success.
enough threshing to keep them
was visiting in this neighbor- by the Conservatory Orchestra
to
busy untill wheat harvest. That hood Saturday
the Pacific coast fully adverinterspersed with vocal solos by
Mrs. C. Zwissler
and Sunday.
returned
i s sure going some
tised
as the shortest and best home from Kansas Friday.
when a
Mrs.
Hendrix, of Farwell. Tex.,
W. H. Holden's new windmill
route.
thresher is able to keep running
Miss Ollie Sears spent Satur
is completed and doing good Axel Osterholm and others, and
the whole year.
readings by Miss Jewell Bayless.
day night and Sunday with her
work.
Monday night, admission will
Excavation work started today sister, Mrs. Todd.
John Moore and sister came
be free.
on the new grain elevator, the
from Clovis Friday afternoon.
Will McGregor and Miss Grace
Prof A. M. Singleterry was a T. C. Tillotson and L. O. Fullen Tuesday night a small admis- contract for the grading having Rodgers, of Clovis, and Miss
passed through Thursday en sion will be charged to defray been let to Tom Reagan. The Eletha Lock visited with Mrs.
Clovis visitor last Wednesday.
Iershey Sunday.
W. N. Bettis and T. A. Slater route to their homes in Roswell. incidental expenses seating of representative of the constructing house arrived today to sup
came in last week with a bunch Tollotson had been in Santa Fe the hall etc.
"Aunt" Mary is reported quite
erintend the work.
The public is invited.
Cows are getting and Fullen in Oklahoma.
of cattle.
sick.
numerous in our part of the
The ladies of the Christian
Rain or shine, the old reliable
Messrs Brown and Lovinir
country now.
Church will soon "have a cook
BobKeyzer has purchased the Lyceum draws the crowd. It have been braking young horses
Willis Fahsholtz and sister. book with favorite receipes con- K. C. Barber shop fixtures and speaks volumes for the manage the past two weeks.
Bertha, attended meeting at tributed by Clovis ladies in it. moved them to Texico where ment to maintain the high stan-Joe McGregor spent Saturday
on the market.
Shiloh Sunday night.
there is no shop.
dard of this popular theatre. - right in Clovis with his brotner
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on the border ta tlon will occur In April during the" annual congress. Her only opponent I
Kuiiston.
regent
(.corpe Guernsey,

pai.y it capitalized at 1260,000, of ine mate urmt iuitui 10 am in lucav for $r.nn,oon ransom, offtelal sdrlces
InK him. Prelsser haa not been heard
which $197,000 U paid In.
from diplomats In the Mexican capital
he went recelTed here aay. The only priests
A farmer of Curry county paid $;.nn from since December, when

tlon, etc., a
will usually
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Stalled In an Alaskan Snowdrift
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Is No Crop More Profitable
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Rotary Snowplowa Llka Thla Ara In Almost
stant Use on Alaskan Railroads In Winter for
Keeping tha Lino Open.

Digging Down to the
Through
40 Feet of 8now.

d

ON ALASKAN RAILROAD

HAS MADE ITS SLOGAN

Eastern Railroad

Despita Ita System of 8nowsheds,
Road la Frequently Blockaded and
All Tralne Stalled for Weeka,
or Even Months.

at least

snow-shed-

MAKES FOR FURTHER SAFETY
System for Use
Automatic Train-Stoin Connection With Block
Signal! on Railroads.

apparatus

This

Is

GOOD

Able to Regard With
Pride the Success of Ita Safety-FirMovement.

PROBLEM TO KEEP LINE CLEAR
OF SNOW AND ICE.

Keeping the line cleared of snow
and ice Is the biggest problem in the
operutlon of the railroad that runs
from Cordova, Alnska, to the Ilonauza
copper mines. Although
have been built along the most dangerous places, It Is not an uncommon
thing for thlii ru II road to become
blockaded w ith snow so that trains are
stalled for weeks, and on one occasion there were no trains for nearly
two months. Rotary snowplowa are in
almost constant service during the
winter, but when the snow drifts to
such depths as 40 feet, as it sometimes docH, even these powerful machines are unable to keep the line
open. On one occasion the fuel was
used up and the rotary was caught In
a snowdrift. The conductor managed
to reach a relief telephone and notify
.the Cordova office of bis plight. Oil
and several dog teams were sent out
on a relief engine. When this engine
was stopped by the snow the oil was
loaded on the dog sleds and taken
over miles of drifts to the stalled
rotary. The railway follows a river
bank for much of its length, and during seusons when there is alternate
freezing nnd thawing, the overflow
from the river forms over the track a
solid sheet of Ice that run be removed
only by dynamite. Modem Mechanics.

st

Safety first is more than a phrase,
on one of the leading Eastern
railroads. In the last two years this
line has transported, without an accident fatal to one of them, passengers
to the number of 370,000,000 over its
26,000 miles of track.
In four of the
last seven years the lines east of Pittsburgh carried 6.18,000,000 passengers
Moreover, these
without s fatality.
records are not the result of good
luck. They are the fruit of Intelligent
efforts to safeguard life, and to redeem, so for as one railroad may, the
generally bad reputation of American
transportation companies for disasters
and loss of life.
Not only have the roads devoted
study and time to the protection of
passengers, but their officers have endeavored, with increasing success, to
save the limbs and lives of their employees and of trespassers who intrude on their rights of way and endanger themselves. Throughout New
York one prominent company has carried on a campaign of education for its
own employees and the public generally to bring about the observance of
necessary caution and the enforcement of laws and ordinances Intended
to keep the right of way clear. Other
Important roads have aided notably in
the conservation of human beings. If
the public would contribute as much
as the com panics do, the death toll
would be reduced far below lis present aggregate.
Prevention of a great number of accidents is beyond the power of the railroads. It rests with their employees
and the public
When train hands,
shopmen, travelers, motorists, drivers
and pedestrians learn to lake care of
theniHelves. the lint of maimed and
dead will soon shrink to Incondder-ablproportions.
e

ICELAND

LINE

IS

ASSURED

adapted

for use in connection with
system, whereby a train
l
a
1h automatically
stopped or slowed
down or n signal given when a truin
block-signa-

j2
Automatio

Train-Sto-

System.

enters a block already occupied by
another train and a stop signal Is disregarded, or when the train travels
at excessively high speed or when
part of the circuit is interrupted or
deranged for any reason.
American.

Been Contemplated
for Many Years Soon to Be Accomplished Fact.

Project That Has

available, while freight is moved tn
rude carts. The roads are for the
most part very bud and they are often
made Impassable by mountain torrentsScientific American.

Trespassers on Railroads.
A state law forbidding trespass on
railroad property may at first seem
Dead Year for Railroads.
like a hardship to a good many perThe year 1914 waa the deadest in sons who have been In the habit of
a generation for the railroads. Mile- using such righta of way as public
age construction fell from an aver- highways, but there is aound sense in
age of 4.4&0 miles during the preced- Judge Tattle's plea for legislation. The
ing 15 years to 1,631 miles. Only
loss of life and limb through trespass
steel passenger cars were con- la enormous all over the country, runstructed, as against 4,246 in 1911, 4,412 ning up Into the thousands and scores
in 1910 and 6,457 in 1909. Only about of thousands annually, and quite puthalf as many freight cars, 104,641, ting in the shade any res' or fancied
were built In 1914 as in 1913, when advantage which comes to the public
a result of its assumed right to
the number waa 207,684. The number of locomotivea constructed in 1914 amble all over railroad property. Dewas only 2,235; in 1913 the number troit Free Press.
was 6.332 and In 1912 it was 4,915.
Rapid Railroad Development
This loss In constructive business
To show how rapidly railroads demeant a difference In expenditure of
many millions of dollars and it meant veloped In the Culled States, In 182S
there were only three miles; in 1830,
thousands of men idle.
The Oldest Metal Things.

tomb In Egypt, supposed to have been
that of King Menes. In one of the
chambers were some bits of gold and
a bend, a button and a fine wire of
These objects
nearly pure copper.
are believed to be 6,300 years old.

box.
Get a
Sick headache, biliousness, dizziness, coated tongue, foul taste and foul
breath always trace them to torpid
liver; delayed, fermenting food in the
bowels or sour, gassy stomach.
Poisonous matter clogged In the Intestines, instead or being cast out
into the
of the system Is
blood. When this poiBon reaches the
delicate brain tissue It causes congestion and that dull, throbbing, sickening headache.
Cascarets Immediately cleanse the
Stomach, remove the sour, undigested
food and foul gnses, take the excess
bile from the liver and carry out all
the constipated waste mutter and
poisons In tho bowels.
will surely
A Cascaret
straighten you out by morning. They
box
work while you sleep a
from your druggist means your head
clear, stomach sweet and your liver
and bowels regular for months. Adv.

That Cured Him.
the way Wuf-flemoaned over his petty ailments.
Me was one of those chaps who were
always bewailing their 111 state of
health, when nil that U really the mutter with them Is tho need of a little
You should hove seen

lecturing.
"Oh, my chest, doctor!" he wailed
to his physician one evening. "My
Some peolungs feel so compressed.
ple tell me to Inhale sulphur fumes.
Others recommend a seaside holiday.
What would you advise me to do?"
"Try fresh ulr." said the doctor
shortly. "Five dollars, please."

PUBLIC

THAT

IMPORTANT

SHOULD KNOW ABOUT GREAT

REMEDY.

KIDNEY

I am to give you
1
unwilicited.
huve been lufTer-'nfrom lumbago for ten years and at
.iinei waa unable tu land erect. A Mr.
Dean of this city, saw nic in my condition (hent over) nnd ini!,ed the cause.
1
toM him that 1 hud the lumbago, lie
replied, "If you get what I tell you to,
you need not huvu it." I said I would
He said, "You
take anything for esse.
et two butt leu of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
nnd take it, and if it dues not lix
"
you O. K. I will pay for the medicine
I did po nnil mn a well num.
For
I
n
well ns could
five n'onlha
have been
be.
Before I tools your Swamp-Roo- t
wai
night.
in constant
day
Tint
and
pain
but i. seems
may look like advert
to me mnl important
lint the public
thould he made familiar with this treatment a. it is the only one 1 know which
is an absolute cure, I owe a irie.it ileal to
Dr. Kilmer'" Swnmp Root, nnd am anxious that other .minted as I win .houhl
know and lake advantage of it. Ilnpinc
that this te.timnninl may be of benefit
to some one, I am.

The testimonial

omen

.1.

For years the people at' Iceland have
been planning to bull) a railroad on
their island and at hint their hopes
have been realized.. The althlng, or
Ireland congress has passed the bill,
and at no very distant date the steed
of steel will worm its way between
the glaciers and among the hot
springs of Iceland.
The main line of this railway will
run from Reykjavik, the cnpltnl, to
Thirsjaa; here the road will divide,
with one branch to the geysers and
tho other to Oerbak.
The total distance to bo covered by roll Is about
100 kilometers, or about 62 miles,
and the system Is to cost approximately $1,000,000. At the prevent time the
facilities for truffle and trade are still
most primitive. Travelers are obliged
to ride on any animal which may bo

Scientific

The oldest metallic objects are
thought to be those found in a royal

Time it! Pape's Diapepsin ends
all Stomach misery in five
and Must Have
flant Is
minute?.
Long
to
8lnk That
Soil In Which
Tap Root Subsoller Is
Do inrnn foods you eat hit bac- kYet Disappeared.
Often Necessary.
taste good, but work badly; ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
Most of thla western country can sour, gassy stomach? Now, Mr. or
grow alfalfa. To be sure there are Mrs. Dyspeptic, Jot this down: Pape's
WOMAN LOSES VOICE some
failures, especially with those Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
Just starting out. but when the condi- nothing to sour and upset you. There
necessary for the crop are known never waa anvthlna-- an aafely Quick, SO
Attempts to Effect Cure by Attacking tions
it will be grown with as much sficcess certainly effective. No difference how
"Sorceress" and la Arrested Husaa the farmers to the east of us grow badly your stomach Is disordered you
band Instigated It and la
As far as Its value Is con- will get happy relief in five minutes,
clover.
Fined $1.
cerned there Is no more profitable hay but what pleases you most is that It
crop. A ton of nlfuiru Is worth In feed strengthens and regulates your stomPottsville, Pa. "She la a witch!"
value about what a ton of bran is ach so you can eat your favorite foods
Mrs. Mlchalina Zemanowskl pointed worth. Say It Is worth $15 and that without fear.
a Btubby and shaking forefinger at an acre yields from one at.d
You feel different as soon aa "Pape's
Her words came to three tons per acre, then the crop Diapepsin" comes in contact with the
Mrs. Katie Short.
from her throat in a hoarse whisper, would be worth from $22.50 to $15.00 Btomnch distress Just vanishes your
and the crowd that thronged Judge per acre. Easy figures, you say. Yes. Btomach gets sweet, no gases, no belch-luKoch's court gaped, while the word and also they are figures that anyone
no eructations of undigested food.
ran from one to another.
with a little effort can obtain.
Go now, make the best investment
spell
plant and vou ever made bv letting a large fifty- "Her voice is bewitched! The
Alfalfa Is a
la on her that she cannot speak!"
therefore it must have ground In cent case of Pape's Diapepsin from any
Mrs. Short huddled down In her which It con sink that long lap root, store. You realize In five minutes now
chair, a feeble, wrinkled, little old writes I,eon H. Robbins In Dakota needless it is to suffer from Indigeswoman, with crusted scars on her face Farmer.
Break up that plow sole, for tion, dyspepsia or bad stomach. Adv.
of cruel scratches yet unhealed.
no root can penetrate that, and if the
"She Is a witch!"
Ignorance Was Bliss.
undersoil Is hard It should be loosA raid had been made on a negro
SomeMrs. Zemanowskl, charged with hav- ened up as deep as possible.
clawed
ing ferociously attacked and
times It is necessary to use a subsoll- ftambling house and a dozen inmates
in police court the next
Mrs. Short, looked up at the Judge er. Use a field that Is clean and free arrested,
before whom she was on triul.
if tho enrly morning each of the accused was
from standing water.
spring wnter freor.es on the field It heard in turn. The last In the row
Began With a Drink.
negro.
freezing out was a large,
Mrs. Short, who earns a meager liv- will kill the alfalfa by
"Well," asked the Judge, "what do
ing by making tallow dips, had sold the crown of the plant.
If the field Is not free from weeds foil know about this case?"
some one day nearly a year ago to
"Who? Me?" asked the negro.
Mrs. Zemanowskl. She asked Mrs. Ze- then the farmer should spend at least
you,"
"Yes,
on
the
weeds
year
killing
out
one
the
whisky.
manowskl to have a drink of
All I knows
"Well, I JubI tell yo
the Innd to kill the
Soon field. Summer-til- l
The invitation was accepted.
the about dis rase Is dat I was dar!"
after Mrs. Zemanowski's voice began weeds. Work the field early in plow
jreen Hag.
spring by disking it, and then
to fall.
will be
A bad cold? Some disease of the vo- the land so that the plowing
July. MEAT CLOGS KIDNEYS
cal organs? No. In this part of the finished at least by the first of
state of Pennsylvania they know that Plow deep, and by that the writer
THEN YOUR BACK HURTS
when a thing like that happens it's means plow so that the plow sole will
refield
up.
the
Till
be
the
broken
witchcraft.
Take a Glass of Salts to Flush KidSo Mrs. Zemonkowskl believed, and mainder of tho season to conserve
neys If Bladder Bothers You
every
The
weed.
and kill
as she brooded, her belief grew moisture
Drink Lots of Water.
'
stronger till her nights were sleepless next season, disk shallow early in
nnd
moisture
conserve
to
spring
the
days
frantic.
and her
No man or woman who eats meat
work as often a.i is necessary with regularly can make a mistake by flushCure for Witchcraft.
disk or harrow until seeding time, ing
the
tho kidneys occasionally, says a
She was In the power of a witch, Seed in June, about the 10th to the
authority. Meat forms
she said. By and by the very sight 25th, after the ground Is good and
acid which excites the kidneys,
uric
of Mrs. Short made her hysterical.
up
will
come
warm so that the alfalfa
Conferences were held, In which her quickly. In many places It Is bcBt they become overworked from the
husband nnd neighbors took port. The to sow the crop In rows about 24 strain, get sluggish and fall to filter

Gently cleanse your liver and
sluggish bowels while
Cases in Pottsville Show Superyou sleep.
stitions That Have Not

A

deep-roote-

scared-lookin-

best authorities on witchcraft and Its
antidotes agreed that the way to
break the "spell" was for the victim
to draw the witch's blood!
So, one bright Sunday morning. In
the little village of Turkey Run. where,
the Short and Zemanowskl families

IIOWl.AXD.
St.
Denver, Cnli

State of Colorado

I

City and County of Denver (
rersonnlly
appeared
lvfi.ro me, s
Notary Public in ami fur the rity nnd
ponnty of Denver in the State of Colorado,
J. A. Howlnnd, known to me n the peron
nhoe name is .ulieribed to the slwu-- e
utatcment nnd upon bi oath declares that
it i a true nnd enrnet statement.
DWiri.'H. DRAPKP
Notary Public.

Letter to

Dr. Kilmer t Co.
BlnflhMmton, N.Y.

Prove What Swamp Root Will Do For You
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
Minphnmtnn, N. Y., for a sample size
bottle.
It will ronvinee anyone. You
will sIko receive n booklet of vnlunble information, telling about the kidneys and
bladder. When writintr, be sure nnd menend
Kegulnr fifty-cen- t
tion this paper.
ir.e bottles for snle at all drug
i
tores. Adv.

The Female of the Species.
"I tell you, sir," said the
passenger with the bargain-counte- r
tie. "all women are born gamblers."
"That's right," observed the button
"And they nearly always
drummer.
win when they play hearts to cutch
diamonds."
sad-eye-

SELF SHAMPOOING
With Cutlcura 8oap la Most Comfort
Ing and Beneficial. Trial Free.
Especially

if preceded

by touchea

to spots of dandruff and Itching on the scalp skin.
of Cutlcura Ointment

It-Ju- dge.

cut-of-

one-hal- f

17.U Humboldt

These supercreamy emollients meet
very skin want aa well as every
toilet and nursery want in caring for
the skin, scalp, bair and hands.
Sample each free by mail with Hook.
Address postcard. Cutlcura, Dept. XY,
42 miles; in 1840, 2,800 miles, and In Boston. Sold everywhere.
Adv.
1850, 50,000 miles. The present railroad mileage In the United States
Too Much to Bear.
Is upward of 366,000 miles, or equal
Friend Why are you crying, Hobby!
Bobby
Ma whipped me because my
to several tracks around the globe,
while the total mileage of the world face was dirty, and then washed
Is more than 640,000 miles, all built in
less than one hundred years.

Naming Tunnela After Engineers.
A
and too seldom ac
corded honor Is to be given to engiImproved Railroad Gates.
The Canadian Pacific railroad is neers by the llaltlmore A Ohio railerecting seven gates that will be op- road. The four tunnels on the Magf
between Orleans and Literated by electricity to safeguard traf- nolia
tle Cacaton, V. Va., are to be named
fic across its tracks along the waterfront In Vancouver. They are of the after four of the road's chief engineers
James L. Randolph, J. M. Graham,
portcullis type, and the pressure of an
electric button will lower or raise D. D. Carothera and Francis Lee
them.

Deep-Roote-

Important to Mothers
carefully every bottle oi
sure remedy foi
Infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Examine

CASTOR1A, a safe and

Signature
In Use For Over 30 Years,
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Many a man who knows his owt,
mind Is not overburdened with know)
edge.

If sown In rows
to 30 Inches apart.
two pounds of seed per acre will do.
When sown broadenst, five pounds
of good seed is enough per acre.
Do not clip the crop the first season unless necessary to kill the
weeds, ('lipping sets the crop back
too much and It 1b also liable to
come too lute so that the crop will
not get enough growth for winter protection. It Is best not to cut even a
hay crop too late. Or In oilier words,
late enough so that there Is not time
between the cutting nnd cold weather
for the crop to get six inches high.
This Is also true about pasturing.
Cultivate the crop in the spring with
harrow, an alfalfa
a spring-tootharrow or a disk run shallow. This
will kill the weeds and also lorm a
mulch to conserve moisture.
Give the crop the best of CBre until It is well established st least.
Then the returns will be gratifying.
Most all alfalfa fields will need Inoculating.
This Is best done by dirt
field, if dirt
from some
Is used, It should bo used on a cloudy
day at the rate of not less than 200
pounds of dirt per acre. Scalier the
dirt by hand broadcast and harrow it
in at onre. Fields that are not Inoculated never produce well, the plants
always look yellow nnd sickly. Maximum yields are obtained from
eifalfa fields.
well-tille-

ECONOMICAL

'
'She's a

W Itch I"

USE OF WATER

8hould Carefully Select
Plants for Forage and Grain Crops.

Dry Farmer
Drought-Resists-

live, Mrs. Zemanowskl attacked Mrs.
Short on the street and scratched her
till the blood ran down her wrinkled
aid cheeks.
Mrs. Short had Mrs. Zemanowskl
srrested, and Mrs. Zemanowskl made
her plea. It appeared from the
that she bad obeyed ber btiBband
in attacking Mrs. Short.
Fines Husband.
Under the Pennsylvania law a wife
ta held to be coerced when ordered by
her husband to commit an unlawful
act, so Mrs. Zemanowskl was discharged, and the husband as the culpable assailant, was fined one dollar.
A woman who owned a black cat
and a while dog was accused of being
neighbor whose child
a witch by
had died.
Witnesses testified In court that
the cat and dog bad been seen parading the streets at night, their bodies
glowing pbosphorescently!
Also that
they had heard two animals converse
with one another in human speech.
Cures and Failure.
A father and mother of 20 children,
17 of whom bad died, made a public
statement, not long ago, that these
children bad all been killed by witchcraft To ssve tliolr three surviving
children, cuttlnga from their nnlls and
hair were put In a newspaper and
burned.
All three had been falling in health,
the parents announced, but after that
they soon got well!
But, alas, for the faith In PennsylMrs.
vania's witchcraft devotees!
Zemanowski's voice hasn't Improved
the least bit since she scratched old
Mrs. Short!

e

To use as economically as possible
the water stored In soils one must
needs make up a list of crops from
.
those known to be
Among those plants of known ability
to resist drought to a great degree are
alfalfa, kaoliang, mllo, sudan grass
and dther grain sorghums, common
sorghum to a lesser degree, and corn,
though a heavy feeder on soil moisture, Is yet able to live through all
but extreme condition! of drought because of the fact that it Is Intertilled.
Some of the varieties of the small
grains are notably superior as drought
resistors, auch as Calami and Swan
Neck barley and Kubanka wheat
forFrom the list of drought-resistinage and feed and grain crops the dry
farmer will do well to select carefully
and wisely. The experimental data
on this point Is readily available.
drought-resistant-

the waste and poisons from the blood,
then we get sick. Nearly all rheumatism, headaches, liver trouble, nervousness, dizziness, sleeplessness and
urinary disorders come from sluggish
kidneys.
The moment you feel a dull ache in
the kidneys or your back hurts or if
the urine is cloudy, offensive, full of
sediment, Irregular of passage or intended by a sensation of scalding, stop
eating meat and get about four ounces
of Jad Suits from any pharmacy; take
a tablespoonful In a glass of water
before breakfast and in a few days
your ItldnevB will act fine. This famous suits Is made from the acid of
grapes and lemon Juice, combined
wllh lilhia, and has been used for
generations to flush nnd stimulate the
kidneys, also to neutralize the acids
tn urine bo It no longer causes Irritation, thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Salts is inexpensive ond cannot
injure; makes a delightful effervesr
drink which everyone
cent
should take now and then to keep the
kidneys clean and active and the blood
pure, thereby avoiding serious Mdney
complications. Adv.
llthlu-wate-

A

Old Hound
you shivering

Natural Fear.
Come, come! What are

about?

The 11111 Why, I Just heard the
master say he'd have, to put me
through the mill.
OM Hound Yes; he's going to train
you for the' hunting.
The PupOh! 1 thought he meant
DisPittsburgh
the sausage mill.
patch.
GRANDMA USED SAGE TEA
TO DARKEN HER GRAY HAIR
She Mads Up a Mixture of Ssge Tea
and 8ulphur to Bring Back Color,
Gloss, Thickness.

Almost everyone knows that Sage
Tea and Sulphur, properly compounded, brings back the natural color and
lustre to the balr when faded, streaked
or gray; also ends dandruff, itching
scalp and stops falling hair. Years
ag the only way to get this mixture
was to make It at home, which is
Nowsdays,
mussy and troublesome.
by asking at any store for "Wyetb's
Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy," you
will get a large bottle of the famous
old recipe tor about 50 cents.
Try it! No one
Don't stay gray!
can possibly tell that you darkened
your hair, as It does it so naturally
and evenly. You dampen a sponge or
Why Cover Crop Is Bad.
Oraos has no place in a western or- soft brush with It and draw this
chard whether the trees be large or through your hair, taking one small
small. The destruction of prairie or- strand at a time, by morning the gray
chards Is lack of moisture and any hair disappears, and after another apcrop grown In the orchard that takes plication or two, your hair becomes
up moisture, especially In late sum- beautifully dark, thick and glossy.
mer, Is hastening the day when the Adv.
trees will begin to die. If crops must
Its Accompsnlment.
be grown in the orchard let them be
"I have an eye for the stage."
cultivated crops which are to be re"Then look out you don't get tht
moved early.
hook, too."
Businesslike Dairying.
Smile on nth day. That's when yo-- i ux
The facts that so ninny dulry farm- Red
Hag Hlue. Cii.thee whitrr than
ers prosper In spite of their methods snow.CroAll guHHi-s- . Adv.
Is convincing proof that tl.a :ame business conilui ted In a buBlnesi.'ike way
The mother tongue has the fathei
could be made very profitable.
tongue beaten
g

Our fittcnfi'in tins been called
toon n title !i
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(

air currents and with suil.ci ait isea'iti;r capieaty
h. s he sehd earth kerpiunk
to accaniodat.e any suci jrather- ,,
!injr.
Clovis is a passenger
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cuirents or heard one hit the
Mrs. D. L. Conntl! and son
solid earth kerplunk. A town
Mat
returned last week from
one;
a
bee
is
on a "boom"
a live
hive of industry; a prosperous St. Louis, where they have been
visiting Mr. Connell'rf parents.
place with progressive people; a Dr. Connell now resides in the
where everybody is going John Amb-rsoresidence which
he recently purchased.
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You a Praetorian?

and Throat and Fitting Classes
DP. II.

Ii.

GM30N

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women

1--

...I

....

ALSO FIT GLASSES...

Clovis,

3

New Met.

Investigate The Praetorians
Is All We Ask.

Walker1! Market

Our Deputies in Clovis are

for all kinds of

J. R. Elmore and J. H. Woodruff

Meats and Produce

SEE THEM AT ONCE!

The Praetorians
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Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co,
(JOHNSON BROS.)

1--

Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Office phone 53.
Res. 219.

Our 20 year pay policy is one of the best policies
issued. It is our leader. You have a paid up
policy in 20 yean. This policy costs
less than
Why not save the money?
Old Line Insurance.

..iili-s-

puhllmtion
notice
of
rotiKTH
t his
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE
your answer, unehown
an
lielow.
rospondinv
Office 103 2 North Main Street der oath, siiecifh-nllmeeting and

m. d.
.Physician & Surgeon...

20 Year Pay Our Leader

v.. ui'- -'

lr,nn

L. A. Dickman,

have not investigated The Praetorians you
appreciate our Life Insurance Policies.

C

Yf.it

Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Clovis,
New Mexico,

o
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Jack Campbell, who is

to thsM. allvRatkins of contest, or If you fail
within that time to flln in this ofTIra due proof
thiit you have served a copy of your answer
on tha mm id contestant either In person, or by
mall. If this aervlce la marie by the
delivery of a copy of your answer to the contestservice
of
such
ant In person, proof
must be either the said contestant's written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, show-in- s;
the data of IU receipt, or the altklavlt of
the person by whom the delivery waa made
statin- - when and when tho copy waa deliver- ad; If mads by registered mall, proof of such ear-vimast constat of tho affidavit of tho parson
by whom the copy was mailed statins; whan and
the peat office to which It was mailed and this
affidavit most do accompanied by tho poatmaat
er's receipt for the letter.
Toe) thou Id state In roar answer the nam of
the poet office to which you deslra futare no
tteaa lo bo sent to roo.
R. P. Oonohoo.
' Fellpo Sanebea y Baca. Receiver.

Data

of first publication Feb. I. UK
rob. It, IMS
"
rob. It. Ml
"
Fab. M Ills

N
" seeead
" "thud
M
" toarth

123.

Notice.
Orders taken for all kinds of

nursery stock. Would be pleas
for the National Biscuit ed to call on you and serve you
Company, was in the city
for anything in this line.
W. F. Bayless.

3

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

HOT AND COLD BATlti

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T. A S. P. HOSPITAL WORK

SANITARY

Q

ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIE

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone

14.

Night Phone

3a

t

DIRECTORY OF RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS CONCERNS
H. BELL & CO.

Ogg & Boss Cafe

R. L. TAYLOR

Ogg

Coot and Shoe Maker
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quad of police apparently at grimly
bent on compassing the destruction of
their quarry at waa the mob.
And they swarmed up tbe rigging
moment'! hesitaafter him without
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CHAPTER

Jailbird.
Ths porluil of restraint In durance
vile suffered by one Thomas Barcus
In consequence of conduct riotous,
mid In general prejudiced to
the public peace of the New Bedford
t
four In the
waterfront nt
morning, proved In the upshot far
more brief thnn had been fondly
hoped, not only by his Just Judge, but,
singularly enough, by the misdemeanant hliiiBelf.
Taking everything gravely Into consideration, Including a person anything b,it prepossessing, the Judge
reckoned that, In default of a fine of
layup
one hundred dollars, a
for repairs and repentance waa not too
much to mete out to the prisoner at
the bar.
He was sentenced at 10 a. m. and It
was little short of 10 p. m. when his
postprandial repose was disturbed by
the mltlo of a key In the lock of the
door to his cell.
Conducted with every evidence of
dlsesteem on Hie part of his Jailers to
the ofllce of the warden, he was acquainted with the fact that his fine
had been paid by no one less than the
Judge himself: then present in portly
and solicitous person.
"If only you bud told mo you were
a friend of Mr. Dlgby's." the Judge
hastened to say as soon as the two
were ensconsed In the privacy of the
limousine, "I would have
Judicial
known better bow to guide myself In
this unfortunate uffnlr.
"And if you will be good enough to
Indicate how else I muy serve you
hulf-pna-

ten-da-

?"
"Digby

y

didn't offer any suggestions

In his wire, I gather?"
I have It here."
"One niotrtnt
"NaturalW I'd like a bath and a
change of clothes." Uarcus pursued
was
while the- Judicial breast-pocke- t

being explored; "aiij
traiwjM-latl(-

1

could do with

to New York by the
out of tila God forsaken

first train
hole, jnd "
"'i'liia is what Mr. Digby says," the
delaboriously
interrupted,
Juds
ciphering the message by the light of

'

The

Hydroaeroplane

&."

Nam

ahk

Vanoe

at Providence with the Midnight ex

SYNOPSIS.

irnln.t Aim Law.

Sum

mm

It Forced

to

Land.
"1'leanH see to Immediate
match:
release of one Thomas Marcus, prob
ably In Jail in your Jurisdiction for rioting on wntcrfront this morning. Pay
bit fine and Instruct him to report to
me In New York at earliest feasible
hour. Give him all the money he
wants and fiok to me for remunera"
tion
"Eh?" Us reus interrupted, sitting up
martly, "what's that last again?"
Patiently the Judge repeated the
aentence from the message.
"Thanks. Please don't read farther.
You might come to something that
would spoil It. It's almost loo beautiful at It stands," ilarcut observed.
"Law owes me five thoueund or to
liquidated damages but I'll be rea
aonable. Frisk this burg for a fifth of
that sum before train time and I
promise to ask nothing more!"
Ills private comment was: "I've sus
pected that this was a fuiry-talall
long. Now I know It Is!"
And this phase of Incredulity persisted In coloring the complexion of
his mlud until the moment, tome
hours later, whea the train connecting
e

press for New York pulled out of New
Itod ford bearing a transforme d Barcus.
Not until a sound nlght't sleep bad
topped off the beginning of bit rest In
Jull did liarcus come down to earth.
Me demonstrated his return to com
mon Bense by making a round break
fast In Grand Central station before
looking up the residence of Digby In
the tolephone directory.
The information ho gathered front
the voice that answered the name of
Mr. Digby over the telephone sbook
only momentarily liarcus' innate conviction that Intimate acquaintance
with battle, murdr and sudden death
was the inevitable reward of association with this (riend of his heart.
'Alan being married to Hose Trine
In Jersey City at this very minute!"
he breathed skeptically as he emerged
from the booth memorizing the address of the alleged officiating clergy
man. "I don't believe It; It's too sudden."
Forthwith he engaged a taxlcab to
convey him to Jersey City, at top
speed, for an exorbitant reward.
And when, from the forward deck of
a ferryboat, ha beheld a dense volume
of smoke advertising a conflagration
on the Jersey shore, not far from the
waterfront, he shook a moodily sa
gacious head.
"If Alun Isn't mixed up In that.
somehow," he declared, "he's missing
a bet for once and I'm a sorry failure
as a prophet of woe and disaster!"
There was as much intuitive appre
hension as humor responsible for this
remark; witness the fact that, on landing, he risked the delay required to
turn aelde and have a look at the fire.
It proved to be situated In the heart
of a squalid slum a wretched tene
ment of the poorest class, whose roof
hud already fallen in and whose walls
were momentarily threatening to go
by the time Uarcus arrived on tbe
scene.
At a considerable distance from him
a small disturbance had broken out
a dinner of protesting voices lifting
about the rumor of the mob as a
number of men,
roughs
one and all, begun to force their way
In a
wedge through the
throng, making toward Ite very heart,
the point on the
nearest the
burning building.
What this meant, Mr. Darcus had
not the slightest idea, nut his attention waa first distracted by the maneu
ver, then fixed by the face of a man
who was following In the hollow of
the V an evil white fuce that seemed
somewhat vaguely familiar, somehow
reminiscent of something strange that
had happened In the hiBtory of Mr.
Uarcus.
At the same time, at the point where
the V had paused, a wild uproar lifted
up and, coincidental!-- , a wilder confu
A cry was
sion became noticeable.
audible "Firebug! Lynch him! Lynch
!
li i in
Lynch the firebug!" and at
this the mob turned as one man and
streamed away in pursuit of an Invisible quarry, who chose to attempt
his escape by a route directly opposite to that which would have led him
within view of Mr. Uarcus.
Startled, and of a sudden persuaded
that there might have been more In
his "hunch" than was sanely to be
credited, liarcus started up and was
on tbe point of stepping out of his
cab, if with a rather aimless purpose,
when he was stayed by eight of that
evil white face returning the way It
had come still In tbe hollow of the
flying V, which now made faster progress, thanks to the disorganisation of
the mob by the chase of the alleged incendiary.
And now. Uarcus taw, the man of
the white face was not alone. There
with
was someone
him someone
whose head was bent and face concealed, but who seemed to be feminine.
And so, Uarcus argued, why might
It not be Hose Trine, suffering new
persecution at the hands of her unnatI
ural father's creatures?
He was too far away to make sure
and attempt any Interference; but ha
pointed White Face out to hit chauffeur as the V reached a touring car
on the edge of the mob and the woman
wat lifted in (unresisting and apparently In a dead faint), and when the
touring car swung round and picked
up its heels, the taxlcab of Mr. liarcus
trailed It at unostentatiously at If it
was a pertinacious shadow.
Ten mlnutet later, from tbe rear
deck of a ferryboat In midstream a
boat bearing back to New York not
only the touring car of White Face,
but the cab of Mr. Barrus the latter
gentleman formed one or a small but
Interested audience witnessing an Incident of uncommon character.
He saw a young man, hatleta, coat-lesalmost shirtless, tear down to
the edge of one of the Jersey wharves,
his heels snapped at by a ravening
rabble. Jump aboard a aquarerlgged
vessel which lay moored there, and
execute a maneuver of despair by
climbing up the rigging In a hopeless
attempt to escape bla persecutors.
They were too many for him, and what
wat worse tbey were beaded by a

tion.
Hotly pressed, the fugitive climbed
higher and still higher, until at length
be gained the topmost yard; with
three policemen not half a dozen feet
below him and popping away for dear
life, If happily with the notoriously
poor marksmanship of policemen generally.
None the less, there wat no telling
when tome accident might wing a bullet Into the young man; and it was
evident that he to decided.
For, inching out to the end of tbe
yard, he waved bit hand toward bit
persecutors with a gesture of
derision that unmistakably
Identified him as Alan Law to Mr. Uarcus, and forthwith dropped to the water, feet foremost.
Alan later took the water neatly,
came up uninjured and clearheaded,
and without an Instant's hesitation
struck away toward the middle of the
Hudson.
As this happened the police ran to
unthe stern of the square-rigger- ,
moored a dory that wat riding there,
and threw themselves into It.
During the (to Uarcus, at least)
breathless suspense of that chase, the
ferryboat drew stolidly farther and
still farther away from the scene. Uarcus could not tell whether, as It
seemed, tbe police-ladedory was really overhauling Alan, or whether the
Illusion of perspective deceived him.
At all events, It teemed a frightfully
near thing when the interruption befell which alone could have taved
Alan.
Out of tbe very iky dropped a hydroaeroplane, cutting the water with a
long, graceful curve that brought It,
almost at a standstill, directly to tbe
head of the swimmer, and at the same
time forced the police boat to sheer
widely off in order to escape collision.
Immediately the swimmer caught
light-hearte- d

n

the upwat busy being a bold, bad kidnaper; for ft single lighted window in window
Rote wat In bit power, at we say In per tier (but not, be noted, the
two
such cases. Hit Intentions, however, to Rose's bedchamber) and on or
In
were nothing more blameworthy than lights which be found burning dim
to return her to the arms of her doting tbe kitchen offices and other servants'
parent. I know, because I sleuthed quarters on tbe lower floor be would
empty.
after 'em, even to the house of Seneca bars thought the house
He negotiated that last flight of
Trine. Later I sleuthed tome more,
following a furtive young man from tept which led to tbe topmost floor
the house of Trine to the office of tbe with extraordinary stealth, advised
general manager of the New York Cen- thereto by a sound, or rather a series
tral, where he made arrangements for of sustained sounds, which had therePossibly
a special to convey the said Trine and tofore been Inaudible to blm.
possibly
they
existed;
not
bad
till
then
West.
polntt
Chicago
and
retinue to
anor- It leavet at three thle afternoon. I the man servant whom he round
door
Ing
In
closed
a
outside
a
or
chair
whether
was unable to ascertain
not Rose is to participate in this bad not fallen asleep and begun to
snore until the moment when Alan set
heglra, but I know I ahall. On the
of being useful, I have bribed foot upon the lower step of that final
the train crew to let me Impersonate ascent.
No sound warned him of the door
the porter. So, should you be moved
to follow and succeed In catching up that opened at bis back as he stood
with us, and observe anybody who watching the sleeping guard. A piercing shriek was the first Intimation be
In the party
looks rather
don't shoot: the said party will b me. received that bla presence had been
discovered. It served at well to move
"Yours for the qnlet life,
him Instantly Into action: a single
"TOM BARCUS."
The second note yielded a communi- glance overshoulder showed blm the
t
In cap and
cation written on notepaper of the sim- figure of a
gown, her mouth still wide and full of
plest elegance in a woman'e hand
sound and Alan fell upon the guard
hurried scrawl:
The man had
"They ore taking me West by spe- llko a thunderbolt.
e

r

cial train I don't know where or why.
A sorvant has promised to see that
this reaches you. Save me!"
Over this Alan wrinkled an incredulous nose. The hand was the hand of
Rose, but the phraseology was not In
her spirit. He examined It more closely and thought to detect beneath Its
semblance of haste a deliberate and
carefully guided pen. He picked up
the envelope to compare the handwriting of the address with that of the enclosureand shook out a trey of

hearts.

This lust was covered, as to Its face,
message.
with a ulalnly-wrltte"With the compliments of Seneca
Trine to Alan Law. We are due in
Chicago at eleven tomorrow morning
and leave immediately for the Pacific
coast via Santa Fe route."
Comparison between tbls and the
n

as.
1

ft

fe.

"Do you?" she asked sharply.
"In a general way. Uy special train

t

fire-line- s

I

barely time to Jump up and recognise
the alarm: then a (1st cuught him on
the point of his Jaw, and he returned
promptly to deep unconsciousness.
No time now for qualms of compunction on account of the savage
ruthlessness of that blow: no time
even to search the fellow for a key to
the closed door: already the maid was
taking the stairs In full flight and cry,
four steps and a howl like a warlock's
to every Jump.
Hacking off, Alan took a short run,
cleared the prostrate body of the guard
with a leap, and flung himself full
force against the door, bis shoulder
striking a point nearest tbe lock. With
a splintering crash it broke Inward.
dignity
Without
or decorum he
sprawled on all fours into the presence
of Judith Trine.
"Poor Mr. Law!" the cried, with a
mocking nod, "always disappointed!
I'm so sorry truly I am!"
"Oh, spare me your sarcasm," he
begged resentfully. "It's ridiculous
enough, this whole mad business "
"Uut I am not sarcastic," she Insist
ed with such sincerity that he opened
bis eyes in wonder. "Believe me,
am sorry for once It Is 1 and not Hose
whom you find locked up here! For,
you eee, 1 am locked up, by way of
punishment
thanks to my having had
pity on you once too often while my
father decamps mysteriously for parts
unknown "
"You don't know where he's gone,

then?"

'.

1

bus
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Trey of Hearts.

8hook Out a
the pontoon of the hydroaeroplane,
pulled himself up out of the water,
and clambered to the seat beside the
aviator.
Uefore he was fairly seated the plane
was swinging buck Into Its faetest
pace.
With the ease of a wild goose It left
tho water, mounted the long grade of
an air lane, described a wide circle
above the bluffs of Weehawken, and
swept away touthward.
CHAPTER XXX.
Blrdman.
About eight o'clock in the evening of
the same day a motorcar deposited at
the Hotel Monolith a gentleman whose
motoringand
weather-beate-cap
and duster covered little clothing more than shirt and trousers and
assorted oddly In the eyet of the
with the rather meticulously
guest known to him as Mr.
turned-ou- t
Arthur Lawrence and to the management of the hotel aa Mr. Alan Law InManlln
the clerk
Eventually persuaded,
yielded up the key to Mr. Lawrence's
suite of rooms, together with two
notet tuperscrlbed with the same nom
de guerre.
Alan's Impatience waa so great that
he could hardly wait to examine these
communications until he was quit of
the public eye.
The first proved to be a characteristic communication:
"Dear Ulysses Thanks for the Jail
delivery. 1 got In thla morning Jutt In
time to motor over to Jersey In hopes
of teeing your finish as a bachelor;
Instead. I was favored by being made
an Involuntary wltnett to your spectacular ascent, following . your almost
equally spectacular
"Uut to business: my time is limited; In half an hour more I am to
for the purposes
double In black-facof the author of this melodramatic
farce which you, no doubt, call tbe
history of your grande passion.
"I mean to say well, several things,
When I saw you snatched out
of the North river I was engaged In
villain In a motor- ,ui,,r
car concerning whom you probably
knew lar more waa i, uw uu mi pan
desk-cler-

hlgh-dlve-

e

nnln-face- d

k

contrived wltb considerable dliTlcaHy
to focus binoculars upon the rear piat
form of the car, and caught a fugitive
glimpse of a
figure with a
black face that waa watching ths biplane In the same manner, that Is,
wltb glasses.
Tbs man In ths white coat, Alan as
sured himself, was positively Barcus.
And hardly bad be comforted him
self wltb this assurance when hla sardonic- destiny struck the motor dumb.
In response to bit look of dashed
Inquiry tbe aviator merely shook a
weary head and muttered tbe words:
"Engine trouble."
Swiftly tbe earth rose to receive tUe
volplaning mechanism. Under Coast's
admirable handling It settled down al- white-coate-

d

maid-servan-

1

"V

landscape Only at tbe third east dM
tbey succeed In picking np ths tine of
ths Santa Fa. And it waa some boars
later, though still daylight, when they
picked up the special train, flying bks
a bunting across the levels.
There was scant room for doubt
that It was the train tbey sought. Specials are not common. Moreover Alas

message purporting to be from Rose
distilled the conviction that the same
hand wus responsible for both.
So he was to be
Alan shrugged.
lured away from New York and Rose
by tbls transparent trick, was he? No

fear!
With plenty of time on his hands,
he gave the matter serious consideration and concluded to take no chances:
It was Just possible that Trine had
taken Rose with him on bis western
trip, after all. In such case the only
possible way of overtaking the special
would be by air line.
Promptly Alan called up the avia
tion fields at Hempstead Plains and
got Into communication with a gentle
man answering to the surname of
Coast: the same blrdman who had
come to Alan't rescue with his hydro
aeroplane.
'Their arrangements were quickly
consummated. Coast agreeing to wait
for Alan with his biplane In Van Cort- landt park from midnight till daybreak,
prepared If need be to undertake a
transcontinental flight.
Thereafter Mr. Law proceeded to re
habilitate himself in decent clothing
and his own esteem; after bathing, he
dined alone 'In his rooms, from a tray;
after dining he slept soundly for three
hours and may be thought to have
earned at least that much rest through
having been for four hours a passen
ger In a hydroaeroplane lost In fogs
that wrapped Long Island and all the
adjacent territory In an Impenetrable

tbroud.

Nor bad this been all. Leaving aside
all that bad led up to Alan's rescue by

Coast: the forced landing of the hydro
aeroplane for lack of fuel had taken
place on the south shore of the Great
South bay; a search or hours had fol
lowed before a boat waa found to con
vey Alan and the aviator to tbe mainland; and a motor run of several hours
had followed that, conveying Coast to
hit Hempstead hangars and Alan on
to his hotel in New York.
At midnight he committed an act of
burglary, calmly and with determina
tion breaking bis way Into the bouse
of Seneca Trine through the area windows and basement.
In this nefarious business nothing
hindered and none opposed him. But

to the West"
"Taking Hose?"
"So I'm told."
Tho woman choked upon her anger,
but quickly mustered it.
"He shall pay for this!" she assever
ated.
"Your father? I wlh him nothing
more nor less than your enmity," Alan
"Hut since It
assured her civilly.
seems that he has gone, and Rose with
him, If you'll forgive me, I think I'll
be going"
"Alone?"
"Why yes."
"You wouldn't care for a companion
du voyage?" she suggested.
"Oh really!" he protested.
She held up an arresting hand. "Lis
ten!" she begged.
From the street below came the un
mlstaknble rnttle of a policeman's lo
cum on the sidewalk.
"That damned maid;" Alan divined.
"The same," Judith agreed with
ominous calm, "lias It struck you that
you may have some trouble getting
away without my permission?"
"I'm not so stupid as not to have
thought of that," he countered.
"Then be advised and take me
with you."
As
please?
"In what capacity,
enemy or ally?"
"Ab ally you're right: we can't be
friends until we overtake that spe
cial train. After that, by your leave,
I'll shift for myself."
"It's not such a bad notion," he re
flected: "with you under my eye, you
can't do much to Interfere "
"tf I promise " she suggested.
"I'll take your word," he agreed simply. "Uut you're In for a lot of hard
ship, I'm afraid. The one way to catch
up with your father Is by aeroplane
and I've got one waiting."
"Don't con
She nodded intently.
elder me as a woman when It comes
to hardship," she hinted obliquely.
"I've no reason to, going on what I
know of you."
"Give me one minute to find my coat
and hat."
In lest than that time she was at his
slds In ths hallway.
The police entered by the front door
aa the two crept out of the area window.
CHAPTER XXXI.
Via Air Line.
Not once In the course of the next
sixteen hours but a thousand timet
Alan questioned (and, It will readily
be allowed, with all excuset) his sanity in permitting himself to be In
fluenced to humor Judith's Insistence
and make her a party to tbls wild
dash.
aerial
Between whiles the plane flew fast
and high, cutting a direct line, at the
crow files, athwart the eastern and
western states.
Chicago they raised as a smudge on
the northern horlxon about one o'clock
In the afternoon; thereafter some little time was lost In descents to ascertain the Identity of the many railroad
d
ths swimming
lines that
cross-countr-

criss-crosse-

T' r
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Escaps
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of Alan snd Judith.

most without a Jar, on the outskirts of
a city whose name Alan never learned.
For the biplane was barely at s
standstill before he was out and. reeling with the giddiness that affects men
after long flights, making his way as
best he might toward the manager's
ofllce connected with a tralnyard Immediately adjacent to the spot where
they had come to earth.
LavlHh dltfbursumeiits of money won
him his way against official protests
that whut ho demanded wus an impossibility. Within twenty minutes, loafing Coast to follow on when and as
best he tniniht, Alan and Judith were
spinning through open country in the
cub of an engine running light, wi'.h
only clear track between It and t'je
special.
The several hours thut ensued before the rear lights of the special were
brought to view were none too many
for the task Imposed upon Alan of
overcoming the scruples of tho engineer and fireman.
Another minute, and loss than fifty
foet separated the two the special
train and the light engine, both hurtling through tho light at top speed
With a word to the engineer Alun
crept out along the side of the boiler,
with only a greasy handrail and a narrow foothold between bliiiHelf und
what mennt death, or something closely resembling it, should he be shaken
off by the tearing wind and the swaying of the locomotive.
It seemed an hour before he worked
himself up to the cowcutcher now
within four feet of the rear platform
of the special.
On this Inst he could see a woman's
figure Indistinctly silhouetted against
the light through the door, and beside
her a man In a white coat, clinging for
dear life to the knob of the door
holding It against the frantic efforts or
some persons Inside to tear It open.
Another hour of suspense dragged
out or such was the effect while the
light engine wltb Intolerable slowness
bridged those four scant feet.
At length It was feasible to attempt
the thing. Rose (he could see her
strained white face quite plainly now)
was half over the rail of the car ahead,,
ready to Jump.
His heart failed him. It waa
a risk. He dared not let her

take

It.

Something very like a shot sounded
from the train and something very like
a bullet whistled past bla cheek, and
proved the signal for several more.
8trangely, that knowledge steadied
Straining forward and.
his nerves.
holding on to a bar so hot that it
scorched his palm, be offered a hand1
to the girl on the rail.
Her hand fell confidently Into It. She
Jumped. His arm wound round her as
she landed on the platform of the cowHe heard ber breathe bis
catcher.
name, then hurriedly passed her between himself and the boiler to the
footway at the side. Tbe fireman was
waiting there to help her. Alan turned
bis attention to Barcus.
To hla dismay he found that the engine was loalng ground. Tbe spaca-wawidening rapidly aa Barcus released the knob and threw himself
over ths rail-Ba miraculous, flying leap, the
man accomplished that Incredible feat
and gained the platform.
An Instant later ten feet separated
the engine from the special, as tbe engineer applied the brakes.
And this he did none too toon: for
at the same time Marropbat and another appeared on the rear platform
and opened a hot, but, thanks to tbe
widening distance, Ineffectual fire.
Tbe engine ground slow ly to a halt
as the rear lights of the special train
swept from sight round a bend,
(TO
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TBS CLOVIS NEWS

HUGE GUN FOR CANAL ZONE

This huge
gun. the biggest tingle piece of armament In the world,
was on Ita way to the United Btatee araenal at Watertown, Maa.,to he mounted
preparatory to shipment to the Panama canal for none defenses. The gun.
which weighs 284,800 pounds, bad to be shipped on a specially constructed
ateel bridge car, which alone tips the scale at 182,420 pounds and which
required a carriage of 82 wheels.
h

SOLDIER
PROVES A

BO

Carries Colonel to Safety and Returns Under Fire to Rescue
Englishman.
SUCCORS

A

DYING

GERMAN

Franch Boy's Thrilling Deed That May
Win the Victoria Cross of Great
Britain Cyclist Wins French
Decoration.

time they could only wonder how the
day of battle was going. When the
forenoon was well advanced they saw
Germans advancing.
"Jean, who can speak German,
called out, 'Wo are thirsty; please
give us something to drink.' He was
heard by some officer of uhlans, who
rode up, and, dismounting and covering them with his revolver, asked
what was the matter.
" 'We are thirsty,' replied Jean.
"The German looked at the llttlo
group. He saw his countryman lying
dead with an empty flask beside him,
and guessed what was the scene of
comradeship and bravery which the
spot .had witnessed. Ho gave Instructions to an orderly, and wine was
brought and Riven to the two wounded
men. Surely, that is a scene and a
deed which will wipe out many a bitter thouKlit and memory of war!
"JuBt then the cannonade burst
forth again with tremendous fury, and
the German force which had come up
hud to retire. Shells were soon bursting all around, and fragments struck
the ICngllKh ofllrer. Ilo became delirious with pain, and the young
Frenchman, stiff, feverish, and weak
h m boI f, saw that It was necessary to
do something to bring the officer to a
place whore he would be safe and
would receive attention.
"Jean tried to lift the Englishman,
hut found that ho had not sufficient
strength left to take his comrade on
his shoulder. So, half lifting him, and
dragging anil rolling him at times, the
gallant llttlo
brought the
wounded English ofllrer nearer and
nearer to safety and help. The Journey was two miles long! . . . Hut
nt last it was over.
May Get Victoria Cross.
"The two men came upon some
trenches occupied by the allied forces;
they were recognized and taken in
charge by an officer of tho English
Red CroBs. They had both Just enough
strength left to shake hands and say

London. Tho Dally Chronicle publishes the following from Its special
correspondent at Angers:
"Jean Merger, 'tlniplo soldat' of tho
Second regiment of infantry, should,
after the war, be Jean Iterger, V. C.
He Is a Freuchiiiuu yes, but listen to
Ms story.
"Ho, a boy of about eighteen years
of age, lies In hospital here, wounded
badly, but not dangerously, in the
aide and nlso in the hand.
"Jean Joined the Second regiment of
Infantry, which was soon under orders
for Upper Alsace.
"It was during one of the almost
innumerable tights which, buttles In
themselves,
are making up that
Homeric struggle of the nations on
the itlver Alsno that the colonel leading th gallant Serond was shot down.
V Machine guns were raking the quickly
thrown up trenches: showers of rifle
fulling
everywhere
were
bullets
With that heroism which
around.
takes account of nothing save the ob
ject In view, Jean rushed out of b'l
.
shelter to carry his colonel to safety.
"Through a niln of leaden death he
'"If I live through this,' said the
passed scntheless, reached his colouel, officer of the guards,
shall do my
and corrled him to safety.
best to get you the tlrltlsh Victoria
Cross.'
Back Through Hall of Lead.
"For the two nations have become
"As ho was performing his glorious
net he pnsxed an officer of the Grena- one by bloodshed and bravery dls- dier guards wounded severely In the
leg, who called out for water.
COMMANDS BIG ARMY
'"All right!" cried Jean, 'I'll be back
In a minute or two.'
"Ho put the colonel In the shelter
of a trench where the Red Cross men
were at work, procured some wine
from one of the doctors, and set forth
again to face the bullet showerr And
again ho went out untouched.
"Reaching the English officer, Jean
held up the flask to the wounded man's
lips, but, before he could drink, a bullet struck tho young Frenchman In
the hand, carrying away three fingers,
and the flask fell to the ground. Quickly, as though the flask had merely
slipped out of one hand by accident,
Jean picked It up with the other: and.
supported by the young Frenchman,
the English officer drank.
"While he was doing so a bullet
drilled Jean through' the side. Yet,
In spite of the Intense pain, he managed to tnke off his knapsack, and,
searching In It, discovered some, food,
which he gave to his English comrade.
"As the guardsman was eallng, he
and Jean discovered that near them
was a wounded German soldier, who.
recovering
from the delirium of
wounds, was crying out for food and
drink. The Englishman, taking the
flask which had still some wine In it,
and also the remainder of the food
from the Frenchman's knapsack, managed, though suffering great pain, to
roll himself along till he reached the
Uen. Sir lan Hamilton Is in comspot where the German soldier lay.
There, however, he found ho was, by mand of the home army of Great Brihlmsolf. too weak to give the poor tain. He has a force of 600,000 men
drilling In defense work all around the
fellow anything.
"So he shouted to Jean to come to Islands In readiness for a possible Gerhis assistance, and, though movement man invasion.
could only be at the cost of great
pain, the young Frenchman managed, WHEN PASSION TAKES HOLD
too, to reach the place, and together,
Englishman and Frenchman, succored Terrible 8pectable When Fury Supthe dying German. One held htm up
plants Dull Courage In ths
while the other poured wine between
Soldier.
his parched lips.
All Fall In a Heap.
Paris. The following scene was de"Then human nature could stand no scribed by an officer who took part
more, and all three fell, utterly ex- In It:
All
"For long hours the soldiers have
hausted. In a heap together.
through the long night, a night con lain in sodden burrows exposed to terilnuoualy broken by the roar of can- rible fire. Nerves are unstrunf. temnon, death watched over that strange pers on edge. At laat they are upon
sleeping place of the three comrades the enen y; they can now prove their
valor with cold steel. At last It Is
of three great warring nations.
"In the morning shells bursting near msn to man.
"Suddenly the sound of loud and
them aroused the English officer and
Their German continuous laughter la heard. One of
the French soldier.
neighbor was dead, and for a long the soldiers has passed the border of
I
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played, and, In addition, a little Inci
dent which I can relate wlU show that
there la a precedent for a union of
honors as there is evidence of a com
plete union of hearts.
"In the British expeditionary force
there Is an EnglUh soldier, a member
of a cyclist corps, who is proud to
wear upon bis breast the 'medaille
milltalre of the French army.
"The story of the stirring incident
has been told to me by Henri Roger,
young soldier of the Fifth Infantry,
who saw it from the trenches and who
Is now lying wounded In hospital here.
"During one of the engagements
last week on the River Aisne, the Blfth
was holding an Intrenched position
and was faced in the distance by
strong force of the enemy. To the
right and left of the opposing forces
were large clumps of trees, In one of
which a force of English troops had
taken up a position, a fact regarding
which the Germans were unaware. In
the other wood, it was soon discovered.
lar a considerable body of German
Infantry with' several machine gun sec
tions.
Cyclist Wins Decoration.
"A road ran beside the wood in
which the enemy lay hidden, and)
along It a force of French Infantry was
seen to be advancing. How were they
to be saved from the ambush into
which they were marching? That was
the problem, and it was a difficult one,
"Every time the French troops in
the trenches endeavored to signal to
their oncoming comrades, hidden German sharpshooters picked off the sig
nalers. Soon the position seemed to
be almost desperate; every moment
the Intrenched French soldiers ex
pected to hear the hideous swish of
the Maxims mowing down their un
suspecting comrades.
"Suddenly, however, something hap
pened which attracted the attention
of the French and German trenches,
From the wood where the English lay
hidden a cyclist dashed the English,
too, had seen the danger, and a cyclist
had been ordered to carry a messoge
of warning to the advancing French
column, several hundreds strong.
"The cyclist bent low In his saddle
and darted forward; he had not gone
a hundred yards before be fell, killed
German bullet A
by a
minute later another cyclist appeared,
only, 4n a second or two, to share his
comrade's fate.
"Then a third the thing had to be
done! The bullets whizzed round him,
but on he went over the
held their
zone.
The Frenchmen
breath as they watched the gallant
cycllBt speeding toward the French
column.
"The Fronchmen could not resist a
loud 'Hurrah!' when they saw the
daring cyclist dismount on reaching
the officer In command of the troops
which he had dared death to save.
"The officer heard the message and
took In the position at a glance. He
gave an order or two Instantly, and
turned to the Englishman.
"Then was there a line but simple
battle picture which should live.
"The French officer saluted the gal
lant fellow standing by the cycle.
Then, with a simple movement, took
the 'medaille milltalre' the Victoria
Cross of France from his own tunlo
and pinned It on the coat of the Englishman.
"'I am glad,' young Roger told me
when he bad finished relating the
story, 'to have lived to see that deed
It was glorious!' "
well-aime-

fire-swe-

restraint. He Is transformed, a very
figure of destruction; It Is no longer
dull courage, but a blaze of fury that
sweeps the ranks of the enemy like a
fire.

"Machine guns have no reply to such
zeal of passion; no machine conceived
could oppose this living flood of wrath.
The sound of that terrible laughter
will ring in my ears as long as I live.
HE
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SOME CORN

HUSKER

Michigan Man Claims Championship
and May Do Husking Act
In Vaudeville.
Grand Rapids, Mich. P. E. Thomas
of this city claims the championship
of Michigan for corn husking. He established a new record this year on
the farm of R. Q. Urumm, near Nashville, In Rary county, when he husked
146 bushels In ten hours, an average
of 14
bushels per hour, or one
buBhel to each 4
minutes.
His
best time during the day was 15
bushels In 40 minutes.
Mr. Thomas' grandfather was an
expert busker and at one time did
even better than the grandson's best
record, husking 168 bushels In ten
hours. His father husked 147 bushels
In ten hours.
Mr. Thomas has made a business of
husking corn for 17 years. He says
the corn in Mr. Rrutnm's field is the
best In which he ever worked. The
corn Is of the Folsom yellow dent
variety, which was Introduced Into
Mr.
this locality by W. H. Burd.
Rrumm's field contains 8
acres and
the total yield was 1,143 bushels, an
average of 140 bushels per acre.
There la no question about the correctness of Mr. Thomas' record, as
accurate time was kept on bis work
by
and on the measure of
Mr. rrumm. Mr. Thomas says he expects to beat his own record and that
of his grandfather next year. He may
go on the vaudeville stage with 4
act next fall.
5
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Winter Chills Bring Kidney
A spell of cold, damp weather Is
always followed by a fine crop of kidney troubles and backache.
Colds and chills damage the kidneys. Other troubles common to winter weather are Just as bad. Grip,
quinsy, pneumonia or any other
infectious disease hurts the kidneys
by overloading the blood with poisons.
The kidneys get worn, weak and inflamed trying to work it off. ,
It Isn't hard to strengthen weak
kidneys though, If you act quickly.
At the first sign of backache, dizzy
spells, headaches, loss of weight, nervousness, depression and painful, irregular kidney action, start using Doan's
Kidney Pills. Rest the kidneys by
simple eating, avoidance of overwork
and worry, and getting more rest and
sleep. A milk diet is fine.
This sensible treatment should
bring quick benefit and prevent serious kidney diseases like dropsy,
gravel and Brlght's disease.
Clip this advertisement and mall it
to the address below for a free trial
of Doan's Kidney Pills, the best rec--
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ommended kidney remedy la the
world. You'll decide it worth a trial,
when you read this enthusiastic, testimony. ,
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Helpless From Pain
Doan'i Kidney Pille Brought
the First Relief
John T. Scantling-- , Its Johnson it, Trial
confined to air-
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In all tifhl only for my lock.

dad, Colo.. Myi:
"I wee
bed for three months with rhtumatlsra ant
Finally when X
I was perfectly helpleea.
ot up I bid to um crutches to set around.
From that time on I had attacks of kidney
trouble. I was sreatly annoyed by too fre
quent paws
of the kidney secretions,
cauelnf my reat to be disturbed several
times during- the night. By spells X have
been hardly able to set up or down. I
spent a (real deal of money dootorlns and
trying- - advertised medicines, but not until I
besan uilng-- Doan's Kidney Pills did I and
the reeulte I had been looking- - for. This
medicine rid me of the pain In my back,
regulated the paar-re- s
of tha kidney aeore-tlon- g
and made my kidneys normal. X have
every
day elnce and 1
been able to work
can say that Doan'a Kidney Pills bavo Bade
mo feel like a different man."

When

BOM'S jaDfimPILLS
Watch Your Colts

LABOR PERIODICALS TO HELP
Campaign Against Tuberculosis Will
8hortly Have a New and Im-

portant

For Onttghe, Oolda and Dletetnper. and at the flrat ermptoma of say
urn ailment, give email doaea uf mat wuudarxul remedr.
vow oeea in existence,
oPOIIN'S D 1ST KM re II COMPOUND
M cents and It a bottlet SI and S10 the dnien of any drufalat,
r urii.nmi dt
aeaier,
ni i,,,. nir.l'll .1 1, nr.,
Cneuileta ami Baolerlulogleta, Uoekea, lad., C sV A,

Ally.

A new campaign for closer
tlon with labor unions and other
groups of worklngmen Is announced
by the National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
A committee
has been appointed
with Dr. Theodore B. Sucbs, president
of the Chicago Tuberculosis institute.
as chairman, to formulate plans for
Immediate and future action. Other
members of the committee are Samuel
Gompers, president of the American
Federation of Labor, Washington;
George W. Perkins, secretary of the
International Clgarmakers' union, Chi
cago; John Mitchell of the New York
state compensation commission, New
York; Austin B. Garretson. president
of the Brotherhood of Railway Con
ductors, Cedar Rapids, Iowa; Dr. Wil
liam Charles White, medical director
of. the Tuberculosis
league of Pittsburgh, and Dr. David R. Lyman, superintendent of the Gaylord Farm sanato
rium, Waltlngford, Conn.
As the first step In the campaign a
special health bulletin has been pre
pared for the labor papers and will
be sent out monthly in
with members of the International La
bor Press bureau.

.
Wears Msny Crowns,
'Between Desls.
queenly
He She's a thoroughly
The Wall street broker who ought
to be in vaudeville came across at woman.
She Yes; even her teeth have gold
lunch with a fresh conundrum.
"What's the difference," suld he, crowns. Town Topics,
"between a tuxldermlst and a taxi
Dewnre of fulse economy. The man
driver, one of those chups who gears
thj taximeter up to the highest who does not invest In garden seeds
Beldom picks and cucumbers.
notch?"
Everybody had had experience with
the taximeter but nobody could supply
jnJffi A real
the answer.
"All right," said the broker. "One
I trrtaranrAft
skins you and stuffs you and the
other stuffs you and skins you."
useless rltk is to buy roofing
not guaranteed by a reaponeible
HAIR
FALLING
MEANS
When you buy our roofing yoa
ret the written guarantee of the world's
areeet manufacturers of roofing and
DANDRUFF IS ACTIVE building papers.

Or

vusuuitug.
coa-cer-

Buy materials

Save Your Hairt Get a 25 Cent Bottle
of Danderine Right Now Also
Stops Itching 8calp.
Thin, brittle, 'colorless and scraggy
hair Is mute evidence of a neglected
scalp; of dandruff that awful scurf.
There is nothing so destructive to
the hair as dandruff. It robs the hair
of Its luster, Its strength and its very
life; eventually producing a feverish-nes- s
and Itching of the scalp, which
if not remedied causes the hair roots
to shrink, loosen and die then the
hair falls ouj fast. A little Danderine
tonight now any time will surely
save your hair.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine from any store, and after
the first application your hair will
take on that life, luster and luxuriance
which Is so beautiful. It will become
wavy and fluffy and have the appear
ance of abundance; an Incomparable
gloss ' and softness, but what will
please you most will be after Just a
few weeks' use, when you will actually see a lot of fine, downy hair new
hair growing all over the scalp. Adv.

SYRUP OF FIGS FOR
CHILD'S BOWELS
to force nauseating,
harsh physio into a
sick child.

It is cruel

Look back at your childhood days.
Remember the "dose" mother insisted
on
castor oil, calomel, cathartics,
How you hated them, how you fought
against taking them.
With our children it's different
Mothers who cling to the old form of
physio simply don't realize what tbey
do. The children's revolt Is
ed. Their tender little "insldes" are
Injured by them.
If your child's utomacb, liver and
bowels need cleansing, give only dell- clous "California Syrup of Figs." Its
action Is positive, but gentle. Millions
of mothers keep this harmless "fruit
laxative" handy; they know children
love to take It; that it never falls to
clean tho liver and bowels and sweet
en the stomach, and that a teaspoonful
given today saves a sick child tomor
row.
Ask at the store for a
bottle
of "California Syrup ofeFigs," which
has full directions for babies, children
plainly
of all ages and for grown-up- s
on each bottle. Adv.
well-foun-

Her Preference.
Young Mawks had decided to enlist
ana go to war, ana nis wire was ob
jecting.
'Hut, darling," he argued, "even if I
were killed, JubI think bow fine it
would be to be the widow of a hero."
'Oh, no, Wilfred," pleaded the young
wife earnestly, her mind reverting to
a familiar proverb; "I would rather
be the wife of a live Jackass than a
dead lion." Judge.

that last
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and 15
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years for -- ply. We alio make lower
priced ronfinr;, tlate surfaced ihinglet,
building ppcru, wall boardi, out-dopaints, plastic cement, etc.
products made by u.
Ak your denier
They nre reasonable lu price aud we stand
behind them.
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Beauty
r
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Only

Ska

Deep

It is vitally nee
esiary there
fore, that you

take good care
of your skin.'
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ZONA POMADE
if used regularly will beautify and
preserve your complexion and help
you retain the bloom of early youth
for many years. Try it for 30
days. If not more than satisfied
you get your money back. 500
at druggists or mailed direct.

Zona Company,. Wichita, Kan.
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His Point of View.
"What Is your idea of matrimony?"
remember
maid who was still ocan Idea of how an election was going asked the fair
cupying the anxious seat.
by taking a straw vote."
"Well," rejoined the wise chap who
"We never depend on straw votes
balked at the hurdle, It's probably
out our way. The only chance of had
who haven't enough 5 Passenger, Gray ft
learning which way the election was all right for those
worry."
navli.FlaetrlnL.eMe V
going was tn discover which side had
the most
bills."
Red Cross Bsc Blue, much better, eoea and starter, 25 N.
farther than liquid blue. Get from any Oreateet bill rllmber;l8 toSOmlleaoa
Reminiscence.

I can

wheu we could get
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When Your Eyes Need Care
Use Murine Eye Medicine. No8martln( Feels
Acta Uulrkly. Try It for Keel. Weak.
Flo
Ejeeand Oranntated lyellds, Murine la
compounded by our Ocuilete not a "Patent
Medicine" but ueeri In auceeeaful Phralrlane'
Practice for many reara. Now dedicated to
ths Public and sold by Drugg-letat toe per
Bottle. Murine Kye BaNe in Aarptle Tubea,
and too. Write for Book of the Ira rrea.
Murine Ire Remedy Company, Ohieago, Adv.
Bore

In After Years.
"Beauty,"
remarked
the poetic
youth, "may draw us with
single
hair."
"During the courtship, yes,"
man with a
the
sigh, "but after marriage she Is more
likely to grab a handful."

grocer.

Adv.

Anyway, we admire a cheerful Idiot
more than we do the other kind.
Some girls become squint eyed from
perusing the magazine beauty hints.

Grow Irish Potatoes.
Berlin. The Germans of Berlin are
It's Impossible to suppress the man
to grow Irish potatoes. A society hai
who thinks he can tell a funny story.
been organized to cultivate them in
waste places of the city which cannot
It's easier for a young man to raise
be used for other purpose.
a row than a mustache.

falloe

The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway

i

Denver, Colorado

LIVE AGENTS WANTED
1
N.P. Chon Boy Engine, $28.60 Iff
rouRi
21 H. P.HIred Man Engine, $35.00
to ua rosi bsst nseuLTa
Maieeoanttoreaekirltfeorger.
Dare Free TrtaL
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LIBERAL LOANS MADE

ti

bald-heade- d

They stop the tickle. Degn'g Mentholated
Cough Drops stop coughs quickly. A pleasant remedy So at all good Druggitta,

1

gnuollne. lo.uu mllea on oue eel of tlrea.
Htewart Speedometer, one mao lop, 105 Inob
wheel bae, S!z3
Inch tlrea, weight l,JO
pouuilK. UETZ and CARTICHCAR Ul.tr
for Colorado, New Mexloo and Wyoming.
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DEFIANCE STARCH
is coostaotlr growing in favor because it

yeatanteed to operate to pnnr entire

Abeolnrelr

mu. faction. Knoip water, run .enaratur,
trusteed. SulaandOuaranteedbr

t

A. WATKIHS MDSC CO., DENVER.
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and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundrr purposes it has bo equal. 16 Ot.
3
more tiarca for game moorr.
S3 30 package 10c.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Oeuka, Nebraska

Srooia aioS. Srlek.larweeenaet
Ind
., nr. r Hroadw.r,
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Does Not Stick to the Iron

COLO,

eaaar, Urlaua,UUo.

W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
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About March first we will move in our new location, first and
second doors north of our old stand.
By this change we will he in a better location and will have two
rooms instead of one. Our stock will be more properly displayed, and
to trade with us you will have the best advantages both in quantity,
quality and service that you wiil find in the city.
Thanking our many customers for their support given us in our old
stand, we invite you to our new and up to date store of quality.
.
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Mrs. L. H. Sanders received the $26.50 Cedar Chest.
Mrs. J. A. Harrison received the $18.00 Stsamr Trunk.
Mrs. G. B. Doyle
received the $12.50 Suit Case.
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Father i 1 .tius K' pp return-eNotice of Suit.
J. H. Savage, state manager
McClure, wife of
J. Li. Uliver. or lexico, was
s
to his home in Ilosweil, Tuescity
Roswell,
Tuesday
on c urt of the Praetorians, of
District Judge McClure was up in the
No. 8:17.
day.
spent Tuesday in the city."
from Roswell to visit the Judge business.
In The District Court OK
the first of the week.
Marie Baldy of Roswell was-iThe stork visited the home J, H. Barry went to Santa Curry County, New Mexico.
Dr. J. R. Hane y returned last
Effiie Perkins,
Plaintiff vs.
city
attending
district court of Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hazel wood Rosa in Con Barry's Ford car,
Operator W. S. Winters is able the
week from Denver and other
Perkins,
Jess
Tuesday.
Defendant.
big
baby
boy.
capacity
Monday
in
stenographer.
'
a
the
of
and
left
to be out again after being conpointd.
To the defendant, Jess Perfined in the hospital for ten days
MissM. E. Woods, district at
Dr. J. Foster Scott went to
Moss, of Melrose, was
in the above suit:
kins,
r. A. De Ohveria came up on account of a minor operation. torney stenographer, returned in J.theH.city
Yeso,
visiting his son Ren his ranch on the lower
from Fort Sumner Friday.
v ill take notice that a
You
to her home in Roswell Sunday. Moss, Wednesday. Mr, Moss Tuesday. He will return the
Mrs. I B. L. Osborne of the
been filed against you
has
suit
II. li. Neal, of lexico, was in
Jim Anderson, deputy sheriff is one of the few survivors of last of the week.
firm
of
Grisamore
and
Osborne
in
the
District Court of the
the city Thursday of last week.
meat
Charley King, the
has been on the sick list several of Roswell was in the city Quantrell's band.
Fifth
Judicial
District, Curry
High grade gasolene and coal
Tuesday stopping at the Reidoria
J. K. Moore, of Hall county, drummer of Marathon fame, County. New Mexico, in which
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